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ABSTRACT 

We investigate whether social comparison of a firm’s reported selling, general and 

administrative (SG&A) expenses affects financial analysts’ information uncertainty (and their 

behaviour). Based on a sample of US firms, we examine whether similarity of a firm’s SG&A 

to an industry-specific peer-based benchmark (or social benchmark) is associated with analyst 

forecast dispersion, forecast error and coverage. For external observers, the SG&A relative to 

sales (SG&A ratio) is a key diagnostic of a firm’s cost behaviour, but interpretational ambiguity 

of the SG&A signal is likely to incentivise search for information-relevant external cues to set 

expectations about and assess a firm’s SG&A ratio. Higher similarity to the social benchmark 

is expected to attenuate information asymmetry between analysts and firms regarding firms’ 

ability to effectively control overheads, decreasing analyst information uncertainty about cost 

behaviour and performance. In line with a varying weights model for social comparison, we 

observe a negative association between SG&A similarity and both forecast dispersion and error 

of one-year-ahead earnings for firms with a prior SG&A ratio exceeding the social benchmark. 

Our findings also show a negative relationship between SG&A similarity and analyst coverage, 

especially for firms with a prior SG&A ratio exceeding the social benchmark.  

 

Keywords: SG&A; social comparison; analyst forecast properties; peer-based benchmarking; 

aspirations  
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1. Introduction 

Social performance feedback rests on social comparison or the use of the performance 

of a meaningful reference group as a social benchmark (Schimmer and Brauer, 2012, Moliterno 

et al., 2014).  Prior accounting research indicates that social comparison underlies intra-industry 

information transfers, whereby disclosures of peers in a given industry are seen as informative 

of conditions at other firms within the industry (Foster, 1981, Gleason et al., 2008). Chalmers 

and Godfrey (2004) suggest that management may align decisions on prominent but ambiguous 

reporting issues with industry-based templates, in order to assess or signal appropriateness of 

underlying behaviour. 

In this paper, we argue that the assessment of a firm’s Selling, General and 

Administrative expenses (SG&A) constitutes such an inherently ambiguous issue, leading 

financial analysts to use social comparison to assess the appropriateness of reported SG&A. 

Social comparison (based on an industry-specific benchmark) is a likely cognitive heuristic for 

financial analysts to set an evaluative anchor point, when assessing a firm’s SG&A as a 

fundamental signal. A key theme of behavioural theory on performance evaluationis that social 

benchmarks are used to make sense of ambiguous performance signals by imposing a normative 

filter on performance assessment in order to discern desirable from undesirable performance. 

If analysts infer meaning from social comparison, a firm’s SG&A performance relative to the 

social benchmark will attenuate information uncertainty. We test this by examining whether 

and how analyst earnings forecast dispersion, analyst forecast error and analyst following are 

associated with similarity of a firm’s SG&A ratio (i.e., the ratio of SG&A over sales) to an 

industry-specific peer-based benchmark (SG&A similarity).  

US firms disclose SG&A separately on the face of the income statement and typically 

discuss SG&A as a separate topic in the Management Discussion and Analysis (MD&A) 

section of their periodic financial reports, indicating a high level of exposure and prominence 

of the disclosure item. Capital market participants, including financial analysts and external 

auditors, tend to pick up reported SG&A as a primary analytic figure when analysing a firm’s 

financial performance. They usually focus on the SG&A ratio as a key diagnostic of a firm’s 

cost behaviour and resource allocation (Messier, 2000, Healy and Palepu, 2001, Anderson et 

al., 2007). However, a firm’s SG&A ratio is hard to assess, because of uncertainty surrounding 

interpretation of SG&A. Several factors feed external observers’ uncertainty with regard to the 

adequacy and appropriateness of a firm’s SG&A ratio: the largely discretionary nature of a 
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firm’s overhead expense decisions; considerable leeway in accounting rules on allocating 

indirect expenses; and the asymmetrical behaviour of SG&A depending on the direction of a 

change in sales (Mintz, 1994, Lazere, 1995). Prior empirical research (e.g., Anderson et al., 

2007, Baumgarten et al., 2010, Johnson, 2013) shows that the interpretation of a firm’s change 

in SG&A ratio is not straightforward and depends on underlying circumstances and perceived 

managerial intent. The ambivalence of reported SG&A is likely to feed financial analyst 

information uncertainty with regard to appropriateness of firms’ cost behaviour.  

As information acquisition and processing is costly, financial analysts are likely to 

follow a logic of consequence, by evaluating reported SG&A in relation to preset anchor points 

(Cyert and March, 1963; March, 1994). How decision-makers set their aspiration levels1 is a 

central theme of performance feedback theory (Audia et al., 2015). Performance feedback is 

not evaluated in terms of absolute outcomes, but rather gradually in reference to preset 

benchmarks (March and Simon, 1958, Cyert and March, 1963). Prior research on performance 

feedback centers on a model in which decision-makers set aspiration levels to reflect 

organisational targets, which are then used as a benchmark for assessing observed performance 

(Cyert and March, 1963, Greve, 2008). Behavioural decision theory asserts that decision-

makers rely on two types of aspiration level, namely historical and social aspirations (Shinkle, 

2012, Washburn and Bromiley, 2012). Historical aspiration levels are set using information 

about the organisation’s own past performance, while social aspiration levels are formed using 

information about comparable organisations (Audia et al., 2015).  

Performance feedback research typically focuses on performance measures that are 

unequivocal in desirability and for which interpretation of performance feedback is 

straightforward. For example, when considering return on assets (ROA) as a performance 

metric, the prima facie assumption of ‘the higher the performance score, the better’ seems valid 

and an increase in ROA is likely to be seen as beneficial. This is not the case with SG&A, for 

which interpretation of change is more ambiguous and equivocal (a decrease in SG&A is not 

necessarily better). This imperils historical performance feedback and promotes the use of 

social performance feedback as a device to infer meaning with regard to SG&A performance.  

The importance of social comparison is also in line with institutional theory arguments 

(DiMaggio and Powell, 1983, Deephouse, 1996, Dacin, 1997, Kondra and Hinings, 1998) that, 

                                                 
1 In behavioural decision theory, the term ‘aspiration level’ is typically used to denote levels of outcomes that satisfy managers. In this strand 

of literature, the terms ‘aspirations’, ‘targets’ and ‘goals’ are often used interchangeably (Washburn and Bromiley, 2012) and we will do so as 

well. 
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in the absence of normative guidelines, organisational agents have strong incentives to resort to 

social proof of appropriate behaviour as a cognitive heuristic to reduce uncertainty. Social proof 

is most influential when decision-makers are uncertain about the value and consequences of 

specific behaviour and when they are able to observe the decisions and behaviour of others 

(Cialdini, 1993). Imitation of the behaviour of relevant others offers cues that enable other 

entities to view the behaviour in question as sensible, more appropriate and less risky 

(Sudharshan et al., 2013).  

Based on these considerations, we argue that financial analysts are likely to resort to 

industry-based peer comparison of target firms as a cognitive heuristic to guide risk 

assessments, helping them reduce assessment uncertainty. This is especially likely when they 

consider fundamental but ambivalent items such as reported SG&A. Analysts are expected to 

complement historical performance comparison with socially-derived assessments and thus 

compare a firm’s reported SG&A ratio with social clues (such as SG&A ratios of peer firms in 

the focal firm’s industry), in order to set expectations of reasonable SG&A behaviour and 

normatively draw a dividing line between satisfactory and unsatisfactory performance (Ketchen 

and Palmer, 1999). If analysts manage to infer meaning from social comparison of a firm’s 

SG&A performance and detect managerial intent behind SG&A decisions, social comparison 

is expected to reduce information uncertainty (i.e., reduce forecast dispersion and error) and 

affect analyst coverage. 

Our results provide evidence of social comparison affecting analyst behaviour. 

Specifically, we observe that an SG&A ratio falling below (exceeding) the social benchmark 

decreases (increases) analyst forecast dispersion. This finding lends support to the argument 

that an SG&A ratio falling below (exceeding) the social benchmark decreases (increases) 

information asymmetry between financial analysts and the firm’s management regarding 

effective cost control and quality of resource allocations. Moreover, results document a negative 

relationship between SG&A similarity and analyst forecast dispersion on one-year-ahead 

earnings, especially for firms with an SG&A ratio exceeding the social benchmark in the 

previous period. The association between forecast dispersion and SG&A similarity holds (and 

becomes more significant) when change in SG&A similarity is considered. For firms with an 

SG&A ratio exceeding the social benchmark in the previous period, we also document a 

significantly negative association between change in SG&A similarity and analyst forecast 

error. Altogether, these findings suggest that higher SG&A similarity attenuates analyst 

information uncertainty, especially when information uncertainty is perceived to be high(er) 
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(i.e., when the SG&A ratio exceeds the social benchmark). Our results show a stronger effect 

for change in SG&A similarity compared to the level of SG&A similarity, which is consistent 

with findings of fundamental analysis research indicating that especially change in a firm’s 

SG&A ratio is considered to be a fundamental signal (see e.g., Anderson et al., 2007, 

Baumgarten et al., 2010, Johnson, 2013).  

We also observe a positive relationship between having an SG&A ratio that exceeds the 

social benchmark and analyst coverage. Again, this is in line with the argument that having an 

SG&A ratio that exceeds the social benchmark increases information asymmetry, providing 

analysts with more opportunities and benefits of following the firm. In addition, we show a 

negative relationship between SG&A similarity and analyst following for firms having an 

SG&A ratio that exceeds the social benchmark, suggesting that higher SG&A similarity reduces 

information uncertainty and, thus, lowers potential benefits of following the firm. 

Overall, our results suggest that higher SG&A similarity is associated with less 

uncertainty in analysts’ information environment, with the intra-industry benchmark 

functioning in a pivotal normative role. Analysts are less likely to rely on social comparison 

when a firm has an SG&A ratio that falls below the social benchmark, supporting the view that 

having an SG&A ratio falling below the social benchmark is interpreted as positive 

performance feedback. SG&A similarity is however more prominent in analyst assessments 

when negative performance feedback prevails (an SG&A ratio exceeding the social benchmark) 

and SG&A similarity is likely to be used to infer intended remedial action. 

 Our paper adds to prior research on firms’ cost behaviour, particularly to research 

studying implications of cost behaviour for financial analysts’ information uncertainty. This is 

the first paper that focuses on the importance of intra-industry similarity of reported SG&A 

from a behavioural theory perspective. While prior studies specifically focus on the 

implications of change in SG&A, i.e., comparison against the historical aspiration level (see 

e.g., Baumgarten et al., 2010, Johnson 2013), we shift the focus of attention to the SG&A of 

industry peers (the social benchmark), while we still control for historical comparison feedback. 

Whereas Baumgarten et al. (2010) refer to the industry average to appropriately assess the 

information content of a change in SG&A ratio, they do not provide a detailed motivation, nor 

do they refer to a theoretical framework to consider the potential relevance of the industry 

average to assess a firm’s SG&A ratio. In addition, they do not consider a variable related to 

SG&A similarity to the industry average, nor do they link (changes in) SG&A to analyst 
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behaviour. Given that analysts’ knowledge and information with regard to firms’ capabilities 

in utilising resources is limited, it appears rational for them to look for social signals of 

appropriateness and to cognitively frame SG&A as a fundamental signal when predicting 

earnings. This point has been largely neglected in prior research. In addition, although many 

studies have explored determinants of financial analysts’ earnings forecasts, few studies have 

focused on the effect of firms’ cost behaviour (and SG&A in particular) (Banker et al., 2014). 

Results presented in this study focus on how cost behaviour (SG&A) can be cognitively and 

normatively framed to enhance external assessments and contribute to filling this research gap.  

  

2. Theoretical background and hypotheses development  

2.1 SG&A ambivalence and social comparison incentives 

Social comparison is likely to be more important for policy issues that are visible and 

of public concern, but, at the same time, are intrinsically ambiguous and create uncertainty 

about their consequences (DiMaggio and Powell, 1983, Haunschild, 1993, Greve, 2008). 

Reported SG&A reflects these characteristics. SG&A is a prominent metric in the financial 

statements of US firms. It is commonly reported as a separate line item in the income statement 

and figures as a focal discussion topic in the MD&A section of the quarterly and annual 

financial reports. It is often commented on in earnings press releases. External users perceive 

SG&A as a key diagnostic when assessing a firm’s cost behaviour and resource allocation 

(Messier, 2000, Healy and Palepu, 2001, Anderson et al., 2007).  

From a fundamental analysis perspective, (change in) relative SG&A (or the SG&A 

ratio) is typically seen as part of a set of value-relevant fundamental signals (see, e.g., Ou and 

Penman, 1989, Lev and Thiagarajan, 1993, Abarbanell and Bushee, 1998), that are documented 

as informative about changes in future earnings (see e.g., Anderson et al., 2007, Baumgarten et 

al., 2010, Johnson, 2013) and could be incorporated by financial analysts in their forecasting 

work. In fundamental analysis, increases of relative SG&A are commonly perceived as 

management’s inability to control costs and inefficient cost management and this is expected 

to negatively impact future performance (Lev and Thiagarajan, 1993, Anderson et al., 2007, 

Baumgarten et al., 2010). Conversely, decreases in the SG&A ratio are interpreted as a sign of 

tight managerial control over costs and increased efficiency, leading to better future 

performance. However, empirical evidence does generally not lend support to this view and 
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suggests that change in relative SG&A provides a more ambiguous signal about a firm’s 

performance than the other fundamentals (Abarbanell and Bushee, 1998, Baumgarten et al., 

2010).  

Evaluation of a firm’s SG&A decisions is not straightforward. SG&A spending is 

essential to produce long-term value for a firm by enhancing brand reputation and operating 

efficiency. Penman (2016) argues that SG&A expenditures, such as R&D, promotions, 

employee training and retention, branding and supply chain development, are expensing 

investments with uncertain revenues. Optimal levels of relative SG&A are hard to assess. A 

restrictive approach to overhead costs (‘less is better’) may cause under-resourcing of critical 

activities, resulting in missed growth opportunities, whereas chasing growth at any cost might 

lead to SG&A rising to inappropriate levels (Deloitte, 2004). Although determining whether a 

firm’s SG&A resource allocation adequately supports its strategy is probably an essential input 

for earnings prediction work, there is no generally accepted model to assess overhead cost 

effectiveness. Efficiency and effectiveness criteria are, generally, hard to apply to overhead 

costing, and particularly for external observers. 

Managers also have incentives to opportunistically affect SG&A spending 

(Roychowdhury, 2006, Gunny, 2010). They may grow firms larger than the optimal size 

through higher than necessary SG&A spending, in order to attain higher salaries, bonuses, 

promotion or commissions (Chen et al., 2012). Alternatively, they may cut SG&A spending 

opportunistically to report higher earnings (Gunny, 2010). 

At a reporting level, allocation discretion adds to uncertainty with regard to the motives 

and effectiveness of overhead spending, which further compounds perceived ambiguity of 

reported SG&A. SG&A include many indirect cost items that are allowed to be allocated either 

to SG&A or to Cost of Sales (COS) (Mintz, 1994, Lazere, 1995). The Financial Accounting 

Standards Board (FASB) does not strictly delineate the cost items that firms can relegate to 

SG&A (Mintz, 1994). The Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) also allows 

considerable flexibility to classify different types of expenses, so that some components of 

reported SG&A in one firm may be assigned to COS in another firm. This lack of clear rules 

allows for considerable SG&A allocation discretion. 

SG&A have also been shown to behave asymmetrically over time, which complicates 

ramifications of cost behaviour for earnings prediction (Anderson et al., 2003, Anderson et al., 

2007, Weiss, 2010, Chen et al., 2012). Anderson et al. (2003) document that SG&A decrease 

less when sales decrease than they increase when sales increase, a phenomenon referred to as 
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‘SG&A stickiness’. Anderson et al. (2007) argue that SG&A stickiness may be caused by both 

managerial intent and the fixed nature of some SG&A. In cases where managers, hoping that 

sales will rebound, maintain costs when sales are decreasing, an increase in the SG&A ratio 

reveals positive information about future performance, in conflict with the general expectation 

of fundamental analysis.  

These confounding properties and drivers of reported SG&A make it difficult for 

external observers to interpret (change in) a firm’s SG&A ratio, without clues on underlying 

circumstances and managerial intent. As professional intermediaries, financial analysts are 

likely to be aware of the inherent ambiguities of reported SG&A. Lacking clear normative 

guidelines and transparency of internal SG&A decision-making, analysts are expected to 

complement ‘historical’ performance comparison with ‘social’ performance comparison, 

whereby a firm’s performance is compared with performance of other firms within its peer 

group (Panagiotou, 2007, Shinkle, 2012, Washburn and Bromiley, 2012).  

2.2 Social comparison heuristics 

Social comparison benefits can be argued from both an efficient choice and an 

institutional perspective. Cyert and March (1963) posited that, under conditions of increased 

uncertainty, decision-makers can economise on search costs by using the collective wisdom of 

comparable firms to substitute the lack of insight in means-ends relationships. Institutionalists 

add to this that when the issue at hand has social prominence (for example, when the issue is 

subject to public concern and perceived as diagnostic by external constituents), the challenge 

not only resides in making an internally effective choice, but also to make that choice being 

perceived as intelligible and appropriate (DiMaggio and Powell, 1983, Haunschild, 1993, 

Deephouse, 1996). The institutional perspective emphasizes the role of conformity, habit and 

convention rather than instrumentality and agency. The actions of comparable others will define 

lines of behaviour that can be comprehended and valued. Behaviour is seen as correct in a given 

situation to the extent that one sees other actors displaying it (Cialdini, 1993). Actions and 

decisions of peers are considered primary cues that enable decision-makers to assess observed 

discretionary behaviour as sensible, appropriate or risky.  

Both perspectives converge when arguing that a social benchmark functions as a 

cognitive heuristic to infer expectations of reasonable performance (e.g., reasonable SG&A 

levels) and potentially differentiate satisfactory from unsatisfactory cost behaviour to the extent 
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that actual SG&A diverges from the social benchmark. A socially-constructed benchmark to 

compare a firm’s performance will distill consensual target behaviour (Moliterno et al., 2014), 

with increasing similarity towards the benchmark signalling appropriate action and reducing 

perceived uncertainty with regard to underlying behaviour. 

Behavioural theorists often view social benchmarks in an asymmetric configuration 

with the anchor point functioning in a pivotal normative or evaluative role. They argue that an 

aspiration level is likely to transform a continuous performance measure into a dichotomous 

variable of success or failure (March and Simon, 1958). Such a dichotomous classification 

simplifies the decision-making process considerably (see Cyert and March, 1992, pp. 172-4), 

as it determines that performance exceeding some level is deemed to be seen as satisfactory or 

acceptable, while this falling below as undesirable. The normative function of the social 

benchmark cognitively translates the anchor point as a borderline between what actors perceive 

as success or failure, with failure driving management’s actions to adjust performance 

(Schimmer and Brauer, 2012). In line with this, Kim et al. (2015a) argue that social benchmarks 

help managers assess how well they should minimally perform, because stakeholders will 

expect the firm to perform at least as good as comparable other firms (Kim et al., 2015a). From 

this perspective, a social SG&A benchmark confers meaning to SG&A decisions by setting a 

cap to appropriate SG&A management and by identifying a territory where SG&A behaviour 

is no longer seen as successful or satisfactory. Such an evaluative dichotomy is expected to 

facilitate SG&A decision-making (Cyert and March, 1992), by determining where relative 

SG&A becomes problematic and where the need for search for remedial action becomes 

imminent. 

Research suggests that firms that perform better than the social benchmark assess their 

performance differently from those that perform worse than the social benchmark, with firms 

performing better being much less preoccupied with social targets and even tending to 

completely ignore social comparison in performance feedback (Bromiley, 1991, Washburn and 

Bromiley, 2012). Weights assigned to social performance comparison and historical 

performance comparison in the formation of expected targets then vary with relative 

performance. Social comparison is argued to be particularly prevalent when a firm’s 

performance is evaluated as falling below the socially-constructed target, as failing to achieve 

a target performance level is likely to prompt ‘problemistic search’ (Cyert and March, 1963) 

and intended managerial action (Shinkle, 2012). Intended performance change is, thus, more 

likely when prior performance is below rather than above social aspiration levels. When firms 
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are performing better than the aspiration level, they are expected to prefer the status quo or 

strive for slightly better performance but not to endanger their performance relative to the 

aspiration level (Schimmer and Brauer, 2012, Shinkle, 2012). As such, predictions of 

behavioural performance feedback theory can be different from those based on institutional 

arguments due to different views on the normative effect of the social benchmark and on the 

relative salience of the social anchor point as a target for managerial action. 

Social performance clues can also be looked for by external observers (e.g., financial 

analysts) to infer managerial intent behind (change in) SG&A, with an asymmetric impact on 

their assessment of SG&A decisions, depending on whether the SG&A ratio falls below or 

exceeds the social benchmark. Baumgarten et al. (2010), for example, use industry averages to 

infer whether an increase in SG&A was intended, with a firm’s past SG&A ratio below the 

industry average considered as efficient SG&A cost management. 

If the varying weights model of social comparison also holds for financial analysts, 

social comparison will have a stronger impact on their assessments for firms with performance 

worse than the social benchmark, i.e. for firms with an SG&A ratio exceeding the social 

aspiration level. These behavioural theory arguments suggest that an analysis of the impact of 

SG&A similarity on analysts’ behaviour without considering the normative function of social 

comparison does not necessarily lead to better earnings prediction. 

2.3 Industry-specific peer-based comparison   

Prior literature highlights the role of a firm’s industry as a primary trait to identify 

relevant referents (peer firms), in order to compare and judge the firm’s decisions and observed 

behaviour (Dye and Sridhar, 1995, Porac et al., 1995, Porac et al., 1999). As financial analysts 

specialise in specific industries (Fogarty and Rogers, 2005), they are highly familiar with and 

knowledgeable about the practices within the industries they specialise in and adjust firms’ 

financial ratios according to industry averages (Lev, 1969). Primary industry characteristics 

typically define the categories of product and market attributes that affect cost behaviour and 

are deemed to be diagnostic of many underlying aspects of a firm’s business and processes 

(Porac et al., 1995), including overhead cost behaviour and allocations. An industry-based 

reference scheme will be particularly relevant when assessing SG&A, as the relative level of 

SG&A is largely industry-specific (Ely, 1991, Lazere, 1996, Roberts et al., 2011). 
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 Empirical evidence (e.g., Moliterno et al., 2014) does however indicate that 

organisational decision-makers usually construct meaningful peer groups that are smaller than 

the entire industry. The literature on peer group determination (Panagiotou, 2007) argues that 

peer groups comprise firms that follow comparable strategies in terms of key strategic 

dimensions, with firm size subsuming many economic factors, such as growth, complexity and 

monitoring, which are also likely to affect SG&A (Ecker et al., 2011) A large body of research 

on CEO compensation also indicates that peer firms are typically selected based on similarity 

in terms of both industry and firm size to the focal firm (e.g., Bizjak et al., 2008, Albuquerque, 

2009, Black et al., 2011). De Franco et al. (2012) document that about 98% of analyst reports 

in their sample explicitly use a within-industry benchmarking approach and that industry and 

firm size are factors that analysts take into account to select peer firms.  

2.4  Hypotheses development  

As financial analysts’ knowledge with regard to firms’ real resource allocation 

capabilities is limited, they are likely to rely on a social benchmark when assessing firms’ 

SG&A decisions. To the extent that financial analysts use an industry-specific peer-based 

benchmark as a socially-constructed target to set consensual expectations for effective SG&A 

behaviour, higher similarity of a firm’s SG&A level to the social benchmark leads to lower 

uncertainty with regard to the firm’s SG&A (Lambert et al., 2012). That is, we expect that 

financial analysts will consider the social SG&A benchmark as a cognitive reference point. In 

what follows, we develop our hypotheses based on three proxies for analyst information 

uncertainty: (1) analyst forecast dispersion; (2) analyst forecast error; and (3) analyst following. 

Analyst forecast dispersion is widely used in the accounting and finance literature as a 

proxy for analysts’ overall level of uncertainty (see e.g., Zhang, 2006, Liu and Natarajan, 2012, 

Chen et al., 2015). Prior research shows that analyst forecast dispersion reflects information 

asymmetry between firms and analysts (Barry and Jennings, 1992, Barron et al., 1998). In line 

with prior literature, we therefore use analyst forecast dispersion as our first proxy for analyst 

information uncertainty. Given that a smaller gap between reported SG&A and the social 

benchmark may be indicative of more effective SG&A cost control and enhanced resource 

allocation quality, higher similarity to the social benchmark could provide incremental common 

interpretation of firm-specific information, reducing analysts’ uncertainty. That is, higher 

SG&A similarity is likely to tighten the distribution of analysts’ beliefs, regarding the firm’s 

future performance. Moreover, if higher similarity reduces analysts’ costs of processing and 
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interpreting reported SG&A, it enhances their ability to correctly impound all pertinent 

information in their earnings assessments and leads to less equivocality and more agreement 

among them (Lehavy et al., 2011). We, therefore, formulate our first hypothesis as follows: 

H1: There is a negative association between SG&A similarity to the social benchmark and 

analyst forecast dispersion 

We choose analyst forecast error as our second proxy for analyst uncertainty. To the 

extent that similarity between a firm’s reported SG&A and the social benchmark incorporates 

public information on the true value of SG&A behaviour (e.g., the extent of a firm’s 

effectiveness in controlling overhead costs and/or enhancing the quality of SG&A resource 

allocation decisions), it mitigates uncertainty surrounding reported SG&A and also complexity 

in forecasting earnings. Similarity of SG&A to the social benchmark is, thus, expected to 

mitigate error in analysts’ earnings predictions. That is, SG&A similarity is likely to convey 

incremental interpretations about the firm’s SG&A behaviour that feeds financial analysts’ 

public information, improving their earnings forecast accuracy (Kim et al., 2015b). Based on 

these arguments, we derive our second hypothesis as follows: 

H2: There is a negative association between SG&A similarity to the social benchmark and 

analyst forecast error 

Our third proxy of analyst information uncertainty is analyst following. Making a 

prediction about the direction of the effect of SG&A similarity to the social benchmark on 

analyst following is not straightforward. Prior literature documents that analysts do not 

randomly choose firms to follow, but weigh costs and benefits of following a firm (Bhushan, 

1989, Raghuram and Servaes, 1997). Higher (lower) information asymmetry between a firm 

and outsiders tends to increase (decrease) opportunities for profitable private information 

acquisition activities by financial analysts (Barth et al., 2001, Ahn and Cai, 2005, Lehavy et al., 

2011, Lobo et al., 2012). Such opportunities result in more (less) profitable investment 

recommendations and increasing (decreasing) trading commissions, so that increased 

(decreased) information asymmetry results in higher (lower) analyst coverage. To the extent 

that financial analysts rely on a social benchmark to assess firms’ SG&A behaviour, higher 

similarity of reported SG&A to the social benchmark leads to lower risk assessment and lower 
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information asymmetry with regard to a firm’s SG&A. Since financial analysts compete with 

information already transmitted to the capital markets by a firm, lower information asymmetry 

between firms and outsiders (via higher SG&A similarity) is likely to decrease the personal 

benefits that are expected to accrue to analysts, resulting in lower analyst coverage. 

Nevertheless, the uncertainty-reducing effect of higher SG&A similarity may also facilitate 

information acquisition for analysts, considerably reduce the overall costs of coverage (i.e., 

information acquisition, information processing and information interpretation costs) and 

increase the supply of their services. Thus, we expect a significant association between SG&A 

similarity and analyst following, but do not posit a directional expectation. We formulate our 

third hypothesis as follows: 

H3: SG&A similarity to the social benchmark is associated with the number of analysts 

following the firm 

If the normative effect of the social benchmark dominates and the varying weights 

model of social comparison holds for financial analyst behaviour, the effect on analyst 

uncertainty will be asymmetric depending on whether the SG&A ratio exceeds or falls below 

the social benchmark. 

A firm with an SG&A ratio exceeding the social benchmark will be perceived as being 

out of cost control (Baumgarten et al., 2010), raising doubt about the effectiveness of its SG&A 

behaviour and inducing need for corrective actions and feeding financial analysts’ assessment 

uncertainty (i.e., aggravating information asymmetry between firms and analysts).2 However, 

an SG&A ratio falling below the social benchmark will be interpreted as indicative of a firm’s 

success in effectively controlling SG&A. Such firms are less likely to be guided by other firms 

in their peer group, as they already outperform their peers in terms of reported SG&A. 

Based on these arguments, the impact of social comparison on analyst uncertainty is 

likely be stronger for firms with an SG&A ratio exceeding the social benchmark, as it heightens 

perceived SG&A risk and increases the salience of the social anchor point as a cognitive target. 

Moreover, if taking into account presumed managerial intent behind SG&A behaviour is key 

to diminishing assessment uncertainty, negative social performance feedback (i.e. having an 

                                                 
2 Financial analysts are expected to have more dispersed beliefs about the cost behaviour and future earnings of a firm with an SG&A ratio 

exceeding the benchmark. Predicting future performance and earnings of such a firm is also likely to be more difficult, due to problems in 

predicting the effect of overhead expense behaviour (including SG&A). 
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SG&A ratio that exceeds the social benchmark) is more predictive of intended managerial 

action, as it necessitates problemistic search to correct historical performance.  

Given the perceived uncertainty- (information asymmetry-) increasing effect of an 

SG&A ratio exceeding the social benchmark, the impact of SG&A similarity on analyst 

information uncertainty is expected to be stronger for firms with a previous3 SG&A ratio 

exceeding the social benchmark.  

Based on the varying weights model of social comparison, we hypothesise: 

H4: The negative association between SG&A similarity to the social benchmark and analyst 

forecast dispersion is stronger for firms with an SG&A ratio exceeding the social benchmark 

in the previous period 

H5: The negative association between SG&A similarity to the social benchmark and analyst 

forecast error is stronger for firms with an SG&A ratio exceeding the social benchmark in the 

previous period  

H6: The association of SG&A similarity to the social benchmark and the number of analysts 

following the firm is stronger for firms with an SG&A ratio exceeding the social benchmark in 

the previous period  

A potential challenge in this study is to control for the effect of alternative (economics-

based) scenarios on the hypothesised associations. In Section 3.3, we discuss how we control 

for these alternative scenarios. 

3. Research design 

3.1 Sample and data 

We sample US listed firms from 2002 to 2011. From COMPUSTAT, we select all US 

firms with available data for SG&A, net sales and lagged total assets (i.e., all data required to 

define peer groups and calculate our similarity proxy). Consistent with prior research on SG&A 

(e.g., Anderson et al., 2003, Anderson et al., 2007), observations with the following 

                                                 
3 The one year lag is consistent with prior literature (see e.g.Washburn and Bromiley, 2012).   
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characteristics are eliminated: (1) SG&A larger than net sales; (2) banks, insurance firms and 

all other financial institutions; and (3) public administrative institutions. In addition, we exclude 

industries (at two-digit SIC industry code level) that consist of fewer than 44 observations (on 

an annual basis).4 This results in an initial sample of 31,407 observations, that is used to 

determine our proxy for similarity to the industry-specific peer-based benchmark. The yearly 

number of observations ranges from 2,155 in 2011 to 3,605 in 2002. 

Next, we merge our SG&A similarity proxy and control variables with data from 

I/B/E/S (analyst forecast data), CRSP (stock prices on forecast date), Thomson Reuters (data 

on institutional holdings) and ExecuComp (data on CEO compensation). Our final sample 

consists of 6,939 up to 9,022 firm-year observations, depending on the specific empirical model 

used for hypothesis testing. The reduction in sample size results from matching COMPUSTAT 

data with I/B/E/S data. Consistent with prior studies (e.g., Irani and Karamanou, 2003, Ciccone, 

2005), we only retain firms that are followed by at least two financial analysts.   

All continuous variables are winsorized at the top and bottom 1% of their distributions, 

to avoid the potential influence of outliers. 

3.2 Measurement of similarity to the industry-specific peer-based benchmark 

Following the literature discussed in Section 2.3, we select peer firms based on both 

industry and firm size.5 In line with prior research (e.g., Albuquerque, 2009, Black et al., 2011, 

Gong et al., 2011), within each industry (based on 2-digit SIC industry codes), observations are 

assigned to quartiles in terms of firm size (based on total assets6 at the beginning of the 

accounting period). On an annual basis, firms within the same industry and size quartile are 

considered industry-specific peers. This approach allows a firm to fall in different size quartiles 

across years, as firms may undergo a restructuring which may affect their size and thus the 

industry-size-based peer group to which they belong. For each focal firm, the average practice 

among its peers (i.e., the average SG&A ratio of firms within the same industry and size 

quartile) is then used as the industry-specific peer-based benchmark.  

                                                 
4 44 is set arbitrarily to ensure the presence of at least 11 observations within each peer group. As will be discussed in Section 3.2, firms within 

each industry are assigned to size quartiles to define peer groups. 
5 Alternative ways of identifying peer firms are used in the literature. Hope and Zhao (2017), for example, identify peer firms based on 

product similarity. 
6 We also considered market value as a proxy for firm size to select peer firms. Results are not materially affected by using market value 

instead of total assets.   
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Consistent with prior research (e.g., Finkelstein and Hambrick, 1990, Deephouse, 

1996), we rely on the following equation to determine our similarity score:     

𝐷𝑆𝑖𝑡 =
𝐴𝐵𝑆 [(

𝑆𝐺&𝐴
𝑆𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠

)𝑖𝑡 − 𝑀 ((
𝑆𝐺&𝐴
𝑆𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠

)𝑡)]

𝑆𝐷 ((
𝑆𝐺&𝐴
𝑆𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠

)𝑡)
 

where (
𝑆𝐺&𝐴

𝑆𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠
)𝑖𝑡 denotes the SG&A ratio for the focal firm i in year t. 𝑀 ((

𝑆𝐺&𝐴

𝑆𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠
)𝑡) and 

𝑆𝐷 ((
𝑆𝐺&𝐴

𝑆𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠
)𝑡) denote the average and standard deviation of SG&A ratios in the focal firm’s 

industry-specific peer group.  

To transform the obtained dissimilarity score (i.e., the preceding equation results in a 

dissimilarity score) into a score that captures similarity (or a similarity score, henceforth 

SIMSCORE), we multiply the obtained scores by minus one. Higher values thus indicate greater 

similarity between a firm’s SG&A ratio and the industry-specific peer-based benchmark.  

3.3 Empirical models 

We estimate Equation 1 (2) to test H1 (H2):  

𝐷𝐼𝑆𝑃𝑖𝑡 = 𝛼0 + 𝛼1𝑆𝐼𝑀𝑆𝐶𝑂𝑅𝐸𝑖𝑡 + 𝛼2𝐻𝐼𝑆𝑇𝐶𝑂𝑀𝑃𝑖𝑡 + 𝛼3𝑁𝑈𝑀𝐴𝑁𝑖𝑡 + 𝛼4𝑆𝐼𝑍𝐸𝑖𝑡 + 𝛼5𝑆𝑈𝑅𝑃𝑅𝐼𝑆𝐸𝑖𝑡

+ 𝛼6𝐿𝑂𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑡 + 𝛼7𝐿𝐸𝑉𝑖𝑡 + 𝛼8𝑉𝑂𝐿𝐴𝑇𝐼𝐿𝐼𝑇𝑌𝑖𝑡 + 𝛼9𝑂𝑃𝐶𝑂𝑆𝑇𝑖𝑡−1 + 𝛼10𝑅𝐸𝑀𝑖𝑡

+ 𝛼11𝐴𝐶𝐶𝑅_𝑅𝐸𝑆𝐼𝐷𝑖𝑡 + 𝛼12𝐵𝐸𝑁𝐶𝐻𝑖𝑡 + 𝛼13𝐼𝑁𝐹𝑂𝑄𝑈𝐴𝐿𝑖𝑡 + 𝛼14𝐵𝑖𝑔𝑁𝑖𝑡 + 𝛼15𝑂𝐶𝐹𝑖𝑡

+  𝛼16𝐶𝐸𝑂_𝐶𝑂𝑀𝑃𝑖𝑡 + 𝛼17𝐶𝐸𝑂_𝐻𝑂𝑅𝑖𝑡 + 𝛼18𝐸𝑋𝑃𝐸𝑅𝐼𝐸𝑁𝐶𝐸𝑖𝑡 + ∑ 𝑌𝐸𝐴𝑅𝑗

2011

𝑗=2002

+ 𝜀𝑖𝑡                                                                                                                                           (1) 

𝐸𝑅𝑅𝑂𝑅𝑖𝑡+1 = 𝛼0 + 𝛼1𝑆𝐼𝑀𝑆𝐶𝑂𝑅𝐸𝑖𝑡 + 𝛼2𝐻𝐼𝑆𝑇𝐶𝑂𝑀𝑃𝑖𝑡 + 𝛼3𝑁𝑈𝑀𝐴𝑁𝑖𝑡 + 𝛼4𝑆𝐼𝑍𝐸𝑖𝑡

+ 𝛼5𝑆𝑈𝑅𝑃𝑅𝐼𝑆𝐸𝑖𝑡 + 𝛼6𝐿𝑂𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑡 + 𝛼7𝐿𝐸𝑉𝑖𝑡 + 𝛼8𝑉𝑂𝐿𝐴𝑇𝐼𝐿𝐼𝑇𝑌𝑖𝑡 + 𝛼9𝑂𝑃𝐶𝑂𝑆𝑇𝑖𝑡−1

+ 𝛼10𝑅𝐸𝑀𝑖𝑡 + 𝛼11𝐴𝐶𝐶𝑅_𝑅𝐸𝑆𝐼𝐷𝑖𝑡 + 𝛼12𝐵𝐸𝑁𝐶𝐻𝑖𝑡 + 𝛼13𝐼𝑁𝐹𝑂𝑄𝑈𝐴𝐿𝑖𝑡 + 𝛼14𝐵𝑖𝑔𝑁𝑖𝑡

+ 𝛼15𝑂𝐶𝐹𝑖𝑡 +  𝛼16𝐶𝐸𝑂_𝐶𝑂𝑀𝑃𝑖𝑡 + 𝛼17𝐶𝐸𝑂_𝐻𝑂𝑅𝑖𝑡 + 𝛼18𝐸𝑋𝑃𝐸𝑅𝐼𝐸𝑁𝐶𝐸𝑖𝑡

+ ∑ 𝑌𝐸𝐴𝑅𝑗

2011

𝑗=2002

+ 𝜀𝑖𝑡                                                                                                             (2) 

(Detailed variable definitions are included in the Appendix.) 

The variable of interest in these equations is SIMSCORE, for which we predict a 

negative coefficient based on H1 and H2. 
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Whether analysts use similarity level or change in similarity as a decision input when 

predicting future earnings is an empirical question. Drawing on prior research that documents 

‘change in SG&A’ as a fundamental signal (see e.g., Anderson et al., 2007, Baumgarten et al., 

2010, Johnson, 2013), one might argue that change in SG&A similarity will be more influential 

in earnings prediction models than the absolute level of SIMSCORE, as it may better capture 

the dynamics and intentionality of managerial decisions with regard to SG&A spending. 

Therefore, we use both a level specification (SIMSCORE) and a change specification 

(∆SIMSCORE, being 𝑆𝐼𝑀𝑆𝐶𝑂𝑅𝐸𝑡 - 𝑆𝐼𝑀𝑆𝐶𝑂𝑅𝐸𝑡−1) as alternative test variables in our 

empirical models.  

We control for historical comparison (HISTCOMP), as decision-makers are argued to 

commonly compare current performance against historical performance (Lant, 1992). We 

include change in the SG&A ratio (i.e., 𝑆𝐺&𝐴 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑡 − 𝑆𝐺&𝐴 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑡−1) to control for the 

effect of historical comparison feedback.7 

In line with prior studies (e.g., Weiss, 2010, Lehavy et al., 2011), we also control for 

variables found to increase analyst information uncertainty. Specifically, we control for 

NUMAN and SIZE as proxies for the firm’s information environment. Earnings of firms 

experiencing a larger earnings surprise, reporting a loss and/or more volatile performance are 

more difficult to predict and we therefore control for SURPRISE, LOSS and VOLATILITY. We 

also include LEV as a proxy for financial risk.  

Differences in firms’ business models and managerial intent to engage in earnings 

management, which affect financial analysts’ earnings forecasts (Louis et al., 2013), may drive 

SG&A ratios converging to/diverging from the social benchmark. This poses a problem of an 

omitted correlated variable.8 As a firm’s economic model (encompassing expenses incurred 

such as operating expenses) is a core element of its business model (Morris et al., 2005), we 

control for operating expenses (OPCOST) to avoid the correlated omitted variable problem.9 

To avoid the same problem with regard to managerial intent, we add three control variables that 

capture earnings management, being REM (a proxy for real earnings management), 

ACCR_RESID (a proxy for accruals management) (see Appendix for detailed information about 

the calculation of these two variables) and BENCH (a variable capturing the effect of 

                                                 
7 Results based on models using relative change in the SG&A ratio ((𝑆𝐺&𝐴 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑡 − 𝑆𝐺&𝐴 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑡−1) / 𝑆𝐺&𝐴 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑡−1 ) are qualitatively 

similar. 
8 We thank an anonymous reviewer for raising this issue. 
9 OPCOST, being the sum of cost of sales and SG&A scaled by sales, may also capture the effect of events, such as a restructuring, on changes 

in SG&A. 
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managerial attempts to avoid small losses and small decreases in net income). These variables 

are likely to feed analysts’ uncertainty with regard to the firm’s future earnings.  

Analyst information uncertainty (and analyst behaviour) may also be affected by 

managerial intent reflected in the quality of firms’ information environment. Such managerial 

intent may also affect deviations from the social benchmark (i.e., SG&A similarity). Following 

(Francis et al., 2005), we therefore include INFOQUAL as an indicator of information quality 

in our models (see Appendix for detailed information about the calculation of this variable). In 

line with prior studies (see e.g., Shaw, 2003, Cassell et al., 2015), we also include BigN in our 

models to control for firms’ disclosure quality (which is also an aspect of the quality of firms’ 

information environment), where hiring a BigN auditor is associated with higher disclosure 

quality.10  

A deviation of the SG&A ratio from the social benchmark may also result from agency 

conflicts and we therefore include three common proxies for managers’ empire building 

incentives (arising from the agency problem), being OCF, CEO_COMP and CEO_HOR (see 

e.g., Chen et al., 2012). 

Finally,  we control for EXPERIENCE because more experienced analysts benefit from 

more systematic and idiosyncratic knowledge (De Franco et al., 2015), affecting the quality of 

their recommendations and forecasts (Harvey  et al., 2011). 

To test H3, we estimate Equation 3: 

𝐴𝑁𝐴𝐿𝐹𝑂𝐿𝑖𝑡 = 𝛼0 + 𝛼1𝑆𝐼𝑀𝑆𝐶𝑂𝑅𝐸𝑖𝑡−1 + 𝛼2𝐻𝐼𝑆𝑇𝐶𝑂𝑀𝑃𝑖𝑡 + 𝛼3𝐼𝑁𝑆𝑇𝐻𝐿𝐷𝑖𝑡 + 𝛼4𝑆𝐼𝑍𝐸𝑖𝑡

+ 𝛼5𝑆𝑈𝑅𝑃𝑅𝐼𝑆𝐸𝑖𝑡 + 𝛼6𝐿𝑂𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑡 + 𝛼7𝐿𝐸𝑉𝑖𝑡 + 𝛼8𝑉𝑂𝐿𝐴𝑇𝐼𝐿𝐼𝑇𝑌𝑖𝑡

+ 𝛼9𝑆𝐴𝐿𝐸𝑆 𝐺𝑅𝑂𝑊𝑇𝐻𝑖𝑡 + 𝛼10𝑀𝑇𝐵𝑖𝑡 + 𝛼11𝑂𝑃𝐶𝑂𝑆𝑇𝑖𝑡−1 + 𝛼12𝑅𝐸𝑀𝑖𝑡

+ 𝛼13𝐴𝐶𝐶𝑅_𝑅𝐸𝑆𝐼𝐷𝑖𝑡 + 𝛼14𝐵𝐸𝑁𝐶𝐻𝑖𝑡 + 𝛼15𝐼𝑁𝐹𝑂𝑄𝑈𝐴𝐿𝑖𝑡 + 𝛼16𝐵𝑖𝑔𝑁𝑖𝑡 + 𝛼17𝑂𝐶𝐹𝑖𝑡

+ 𝛼18𝐶𝐸𝑂_𝐶𝑂𝑀𝑃𝑖𝑡 + 𝛼19𝐶𝐸𝑂_𝐻𝑂𝑅𝑖𝑡 + 𝛼20𝐸𝑋𝑃𝐸𝑅𝐼𝐸𝑁𝐶𝐸𝑖𝑡 +  ∑ 𝑌𝐸𝐴𝑅𝑗

2011

𝑗=2002

+ 𝜀𝑖𝑡                                                                                                                                            (3) 

We also estimate (and report) Equation 3, using current SIMSCORE as the main 

independent variable. 

                                                 
10 Lobo and Zhou (2001) document a negative relationship between disclosure quality and earnings management. Thus, our earnings 

management variables (i.e., REM, ACCR_RESID and BENCH) also control for the quality of a firm’s information environment. Moreover, 

because Lang and Lundholm (1993) provide evidence of higher disclosure quality for large(r) firms, SIZE could also be considered a control 

for the quality of a firm’s information environment. 
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Control variables in Equation 3 correspond to the control variables used in Equation 1 

and Equation 2. However, we include additional control variables that have been found to be 

associated with analyst coverage in prior studies (e.g., Lang et al., 2003, Yu, 2008, Yu, 2010, 

Lobo et al., 2012). Institutional holdings (INSTHLD) may affect both the supply of and demand 

for analysts’ services. SIZE is used as a proxy for the firm’s information environment. Because 

Barth et al. (2001) document that sales growth is positively associated with analyst following, 

we include SALES GROWTH as an additional control variable. Because firms with a higher 

market-to-book (MTB) have more investment opportunities (Khan and Watts, 2009) and 

potential for growth in the future (Li, 2008), we also control for MTB.11 Finally, as financial 

analysts’ experience is likely to affect the quality of their forecasting work (Harvey  et al., 2011) 

and their decisions (e.g., whether or not to follow the firm), we also control for EXPERIENCE. 

To test H4 up to H6, we estimate Equation 1, Equation 2 and Equation 3 including a 

dummy variable that is coded one if the firm’s SG&A ratio exceeds the industry-specific peer-

based benchmark in the previous period (and zero otherwise) (ABOVE) and its interaction with 

SIMSCORE (SIMSCORE × ABOVE). As the main test for the asymmetric effect of social 

comparison on analyst information uncertainty is based on the interaction between SIMSCORE 

and ABOVE, we also include the interaction between SIMSCORE and the variables representing 

alternative explanations (to avoid the omitted correlated variable problem).12 Specifically, in 

the models that aim at testing H4 up to H6, we include interaction terms for REM, OCF, 

CEO_COMP and CEO_HOR with SIMSCORE.13 

 To estimate our models, we rely on ordinary least squares (OLS) regressions using time 

fixed effects. We implement adjustments for heteroscedasticity and autocorrelation (i.e., we 

cluster standard errors at firm level).14  

                                                 
11 In addition, as growth firms (i.e., firms with a higher MTB) are argued to have more complex and uncertain business models (Li, 2008), 

MTB could also be considered a control for the firm’s business model. 
12 In the models with ∆SIMSCORE and ∆SIMSCORE × ABOVE as the main independent variables (i.e., Model IV of Table 3 and Model VIII 

of Table 4), we include interaction terms for REM, OCF, CEO_COMP and CEO_HOR with ∆SIMSCORE. 
13 Inclusion of these interaction terms in the models aimed at testing H1, H2 and H3 does not materially affect results. 
14 To estimate the analyst following model, we alternatively employ the negative binomial and Poisson techniques as the number of analysts 

following the firm is a positive integer (count data). Results are not qualitatively different. 
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4. Empirical results 

4.1 Descriptive statistics 

Table 1 presents descriptive statistics for the variables used in this study. In addition, 

Table 1 presents key figures before and after merging data from COMPUSTAT with data from 

I/B/E/S, Thomson Reuters and CRSP. As shown in Table 1, sample firms are substantially 

larger for the sample under study than for the original sample retrieved from COMPUSTAT. 

This observation is in line with prior studies on analyst earnings forecast properties and 

confirms that larger firms are more likely to be followed by financial analysts. The average 

absolute amount of SG&A is also substantially larger for the merged sample than for the 

original COMPUSTAT sample. Table 1 shows that SG&A account, on average, for 29% of net 

sales (median value 25%) and they constitute, on average, 30% of total expenses (median value 

26%). For the dependent variables, we note that analyst forecast dispersion (DISP) is on average 

0.0091 (median value 0.0029) and that analyst forecast error (ERROR) is on average 0.0612 

(median value 0.0600). Sample firms are followed by, on average, 6 analysts (median value 

5).15 

[INSERT TABLE 1 ABOUT HERE] 

Table 2 presents a correlation matrix. We note a significantly negative correlation 

between (∆)SIMSCORE and both DISP and ERROR (significant at the (10%) 1% level). The 

correlation between (∆)SIMSCORE and ANALFOL is negative (significant at the 5% level).  

Correlations among the control variables are modest (all below 0.6) and are therefore not 

indicative of multicollinearity problems. The largest VIF equals 5.36 (Model IV in Table 3 and 

Model VIII in Table 4). We, therefore, conclude that our results are not materially affected by 

multicollinearity.  

[INSERT TABLE 2 ABOUT HERE] 

4.2 Multivariate results 

Model I and Model II (Model III and Model IV) in Table 3 present results for estimating 

Equation 1 (with DISP as the dependent variable), based on SIMSCORE (∆SIMSCORE). In 

                                                 
15 Note that reported figures (in Table 1) for the analyst following (ANALFOL), are based on the natural logarithm of the number of analysts 

following the firm. 
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Model I, SIMSCORE has a negative coefficient, which is significant at the 10% level. In the 

model including the interaction term between SIMSCORE and ABOVE (Model II), the positive 

coefficient on SIMSCORE is insignificant, while the interaction term (i.e., SIMSCORE × 

ABOVE) has a negative coefficient (significant at the 5% level) with a magnitude considerably 

larger than the main effect. Moreover, the joint coefficient indicates that SG&A similarity to 

the social benchmark has a significantly different effect on analyst forecast dispersion 

depending on whether a firm’s SG&A ratio exceeds or falls below the social benchmark. It 

suggests that higher similarity to the social benchmark reduces information asymmetry between 

firms and analysts and, therefore, attenuates analyst information uncertainty, but only for firms 

with a previous SG&A ratio exceeding the social benchmark. These findings lend strong 

support to H4 (and partial support to H1).  

Results based on ∆SIMSCORE are in line with those based on SIMSCORE and even 

more significant. To assess the economic significance of our main findings, we also estimated 

Equation 1 (specifically Model II and Model IV) based on standardised variables. Based on 

these standardised regressions (untabulated), the coefficient for SIMSCORE (∆SIMSCORE), for 

firms with an SG&A ratio exceeding the social benchmark in the previous period, equals -

1.2951 (-.8677). In other words, a one standard deviation increase in SIMSCORE 

(∆SIMSCORE) decreases DISP by 1.2951 (.8677) standard deviations for these firms. This 

finding indicates that the magnitude of the effect is non-trivial. 

It is worth noting that results of estimating Model IV, excluding the interactions of 

earnings management and agency variables with ∆SIMSCORE (untabulated, but available upon 

request), are more significant and in line with H4. This finding is consistent with the idea that 

deviations from the SG&A social benchmark could be partially explained based on alternative 

scenarios (cf. supra). 

Interestingly, the coefficient for ABOVE is significantly positive (at the 1% level) in 

both Model II and Model IV. This observation is consistent with financial analysts having more 

dispersed beliefs about cost behaviour and future earnings of firms with an SG&A ratio 

exceeding the social benchmark (i.e., higher information asymmetry). The positive coefficient 

for ABOVE is in line with the view that an SG&A ratio exceeding the social benchmark adds 

considerable doubt about the firm’s ability to effectively control overhead expenses and 

efficiently allocate resources, feeding information asymmetry and increasing analyst 

information uncertainty.  
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In general, coefficients for the control variables are stable across the different models 

and are in line with results from prior studies, except for HISTCOMP. Coefficients for 

HISTCOMP in the models based on SIMSCORE (i.e., Model I and Model II) are qualitatively 

different from those in the models based on ∆SIMSCORE (i.e., Model III and Model IV). 

Coefficients for HISTCOMP in the former models are insignificant. This observation supports 

the idea that ambiguity in SG&A interpretations imperils the effect of historical performance 

feedback on analyst information uncertainty. However, in the latter models, the coefficient for 

HISTCOMP is significantly positive (at the 1% level). This observation is consistent with the 

idea that an SG&A ratio exceeding the historical benchmark increases doubt about earnings 

implications of a firm’s SG&A behaviour. 

[INSERT TABLE 3 ABOUT HERE] 

Table 4 presents results for estimating Equation 2 (with ERROR as the dependent 

variable). Model V and Model VI (Model VII and Model VIII) present results based on 

SIMSCORE (∆SIMSCORE). The coefficient for SIMSCORE is insignificant in Model V. Also, 

in Model VI, coefficients for SIMSCORE and SIMSCORE × ABOVE are insignificant. Similar 

to Model V, the coefficient for ∆SIMSCORE in Model VII is insignificant. While the coefficient 

for ∆SIMSCORE in Model VIII is insignificant, the coefficient for ∆SIMSCORE × ABOVE is 

significantly negative ( at the 5% level) and the joint coefficient is significant at the 5% level.  

Results of estimating Equation 2, using standardised variables (untabulated), show that, 

for firms with an SG&A ratio exceeding the social benchmark in the previous period, a one 

standard deviation increase in ∆SIMSCORE is associated with a .0562 standard deviation 

decrease in ERROR. This finding indicates that even though ∆SIMSCORE has a statistically 

significant effect on ERROR, the magnitude of the effect is rather trivial (in contrast with the 

effect on DISP). 

In sum, results presented in Table 4 do not support H2, whereas results based on 

∆SIMSCORE (Model VIII) lend strong support to H5. 

In line with expectations, in both Model VI and VIII, ABOVE has a significantly positive 

coefficient (at the 1% level) which is consistent with an SG&A ratio exceeding the social 

benchmark feeding information asymmetry between managers and analysts and increasing 

information uncertainty. The significantly positive coefficient for ABOVE is consistent with 

social comparison feedback being cognitively simplified into a dichotomy of successful or 
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failed performance, with failure (i.e., an SG&A exceeding the social benchmark) aggravating 

analyst information uncertainty (increasing forecast error). 

Again, coefficients for the control variables are stable across the different models and 

are in line with prior literature. HISTCOMP has a significantly positive coefficient in Model V 

and Model VI, suggesting that an increase in the SG&A ratio adds to analyst information 

uncertainty and makes earnings prediction more difficult (in line with the traditional view that 

a lower SG&A ratio is better).  

[INSERT TABLE 4 ABOUT HERE] 

Model IX and Model X (Model XI and Model XII) in Table 5 present results for 

estimating Equation 3 (with ANALFOL as the dependent variable), using lagged (current) 

SIMSCORE as the main independent variable. Consistent with H3, we observe a negative 

relationship (significant at the 1% level) between SIMSCORE and ANALFOL in both Model IX 

and Model XI. Model X and Model XII present results for estimating Equation 3 including the 

interaction between SIMSCORE and ABOVE. We observe that the coefficient for SIMSCORE 

in both models is no longer significant, but its interaction with ABOVE has a significantly 

negative coefficient (at the 5% level) with a magnitude considerably larger than the main effect. 

Moreover, the p-value of the joint coefficient is significant at the 1% level in both models. This 

finding indicates that SG&A similarity has a significant effect (no effect) on analyst following 

for the subsample of firms having an SG&A ratio exceeding (falling below) the social 

benchmark. This suggests that higher SG&A similarity to the social benchmark reduces 

information asymmetry between firms and analysts (and therefore reduces analyst information 

uncertainty), but only for firms with a previous SG&A ratio exceeding the social benchmark. 

These findings support H6. 

Results of estimating Equation 3 based on standardised variables (untabulated), show 

that, for firms with an SG&A ratio exceeding the social benchmark in the previous period, 

lagged (current) SIMSCORE has a coefficient that equals -.0524 (-.0643). That is, a one standard 

deviation increase in lagged (current) SIMSCORE is associated with a .0524 (.0643) standard 

deviation decrease in ANALFOL (or the number of analysts following the firm decreases by 

1.0443 (1.0545)). This finding indicates that the magnitude of the effect of SG&A similarity on 

the number of analysts following the firm is non-trivial. 
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ABOVE has a significantly positive coefficient in Table 5, supporting behavioural 

theory arguments that the social benchmark may have a prominent dichotomizing normative 

effect on decision-making. Coefficients for the control variables are in line results from prior 

studies). HISTCOMP has a significantly negative coefficient (at the 5% level) in Model IX and 

Model X. This observation is consistent with the idea that an increase in the SG&A ratio adds 

to information asymmetry with regard to the effectiveness of overhead cost control, feeding 

analyst information uncertainty and thus negatively affecting analyst coverage.  

[INSERT TABLE 5 ABOUT HERE] 

4.3 Additional analyses 

4.3.1 Endogeneity 

Our findings might be affected by a simultaneity problem if a shock to the residual term 

affects both the dependent variable and some of the independent variables (creating an 

endogeneity problem). To check for the possible presence of endogeneity, we estimate a 2SLS 

regression for each of our models, using an instrumental variable approach (Lev and 

Sougiannis, 1996) and employing a Hausman test (see e.g., Wooldridge, 2002). 

Finding exogenous and strong instruments to run the first-stage regression (i.e., to 

estimate SIMSCORE) is empirically difficult (or even impossible). Lewbel (1997) shows that 

higher order moments of an exogenous variable can be used as an instrument in a 2SLS 

estimation, when no other data is available. The use of higher order moments of an endogenous 

variable as instrument is customary in econometrics (Lewbel, 1997) and also suggested and 

used in prior studies (see e.g., Larcker, 2003, Banker et al., 2011).16 We therefore use the third-

order moment of the potentially endogenous variable (i.e., SIMSCORE) as the instrument in the 

first-stage regression. In the first-stage, we regress the potentially endogenous variable on the 

instrument and the other control variables. To assess whether the instrument is strong enough, 

we look at the (partial) F-statistic of the first-stage model associated with the instrument, with 

a partial F-statistic larger than 10 indicating a strong instrument (Staiger and Stock, 1997). Next, 

we add the residual term obtained from the first-stage regression (r) to the second-stage 

regression. A significant coefficient for the residual term then indicates an endogeneity 

problem. 

                                                 
16 For further information, see Lewbel (1997). 
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Model XIII (Model XIV) of Panel A of Table 6 shows results of testing the strength of  

𝑙𝑎𝑔𝑔𝑒𝑑 𝑆𝐼𝑀𝑆𝐶𝑂𝑅𝐸3 (𝑆𝐼𝑀𝑆𝐶𝑂𝑅𝐸3) as an instrument for lagged SIMSCORE (SIMSCORE). 

Based on Panel A, we note that partial F-statistics are substantially larger than the common 

threshold of 10, confirming the strength of  𝑙𝑎𝑔𝑔𝑒𝑑 𝑆𝐼𝑀𝑆𝐶𝑂𝑅𝐸3 (𝑆𝐼𝑀𝑆𝐶𝑂𝑅𝐸3) as an 

instrument. 

Model XV (Model XVI) of Panel B of Table 6 presents results for the Hausman test of 

endogeneity for the forecast dispersion (error) model. As reported in Panel B of Table 6, (r) is 

not statistically significant in any of the models, suggesting that there is no endogeneity problem 

and our OLS estimates in the forecast dispersion (error) model are thus robust. 

Model XVII (Model XVIII) in Panel C of Table 6 presents results of the Hausman 

endogeneity test for the analyst following model, where the residual term from the first-stage 

regression is added into the second-stage regression (i.e., the model with ANALFOL as the 

dependent variable and lagged SIMSCORE (SIMSCORE) as the independent variable of 

primary interest). Based on Panel C, we note that the coefficient for (r) is not statistically 

significant in any of the models, suggesting that there is no endogeneity problem and our OLS 

estimates are thus robust.17 

In sum, results reported in Table 6 suggest that our estimates based on OLS regressions 

are not biased due to an endogeneity problem.18 

 

[INSERT TABLE 6 ABOUT HERE] 

4.3.2 Other analyses 

Anecdotal evidence suggests that managers are prone to overspend on SG&A. In a 

similar vein, White and Dieckman (2005) document that SG&A spending is heavily dependent 

on the gross profit margin, suggesting that ‘companies appear to spend more if they have more 

to spend’ (p. 23). Therefore, we also controlled for gross profit margin and it does not 

qualitatively affect our findings (untabulated, but available upon request). 

                                                 
17 Results of 2SLS and the Hausman test of endogeneity, based on ∆SIMSCORE (untabulated, but available upon request) are in line with the 
ones based on SIMSCORE. 
18 One may argue that given the lack of a strong instrument to be used in the first-stage regression model, the industry-average of the potentially 

endogenous variable (i.e., SIMSCORE) could be used as an instrument. According to Larcker (2003), factors affecting managerial intent and 
firms’ cost behaviour such as production and revenue functions, growth opportunities and competition level, are likely to be similar across 

firms in the industry (Banker et al., 2011). The industry-average of the potentially endogenous variable is thus likely to exhibit similar 

endogeneity problems (Banker et al., 2011). Nevertheless, we also instrumented the potentially endogenous variable using the average within 
the industry (both including and excluding the focal firm) as the instrument in the first-stage regressions. The F-statistics associated with these 

instruments (partial F-statistics) were substantially lower than the threshold of 10, being indicative of weak instruments. 
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5. Discussion and conclusion 

Prior research indicates that (change in) SG&A provides an ambiguous signal about a 

firm’s future performance. Interpretational ambiguity of the SG&A signal is likely to promote 

search for information-relevant external cues to assess reasonable expectations of a firm’s 

SG&A and to compare and evaluate its SG&A ratio. Social comparison based on an industry-

specific peer-based benchmark (or social benchmark) is argued to provide incremental common 

interpretation of reported SG&A, reducing analyst information uncertainty with regard to the 

effectiveness in controlling SG&A and efficiency in resource allocations. Our empirical results 

are generally consistent with these expectations. 

Results of this study provide us with two important insights: (1) exceeding the social 

SG&A benchmark increases information uncertainty and adds considerable doubt about the 

firm’s ability to effectively control overhead expenses and efficiently allocate resources 

(indicated by the positive relationship between the dichotomy (ABOVE) and measures of 

analyst information uncertainty); and (2) for firms with an SG&A ratio exceeding the social 

benchmark, higher similarity to the social benchmark has an uncertainty-decreasing effect, 

supporting the idea that social comparison feedback is normatively simplified into a dichotomy 

of successful (represented by an SG&A below the social benchmark) or failed performance 

(represented by an SG&A exceeding the social benchmark), with failure perceived by analysts 

as driving intended remedial action. These contingent findings lend strong support to the 

varying weights model of social comparison and suggest that social comparison is much less 

relevant to reduce analyst uncertainty for firms with an SG&A ratio that falls below the social 

benchmark. Our results thus suggest that social comparison has a two-tier effect on financial 

analysts’ assessment of firms’ SG&A ratio, with simple comparison of the SG&A ratio against 

that of peers (i.e., based on the dichotomy) constituting the first stage and the assessment based 

on similarity to the benchmark (attainment discrepancy) coming into play in a second stage.  

Our study has limitations offering fruitful avenues for further research. Firstly, we focus 

on reported SG&A to study the relevance of social comparison for financial reporting, but other 

areas of cost behaviour and corporate disclosure in general may also be relevant in this regard. 

Key is that the reporting issues involved are subject to significant public exposure and are 

intrinsically ambiguous. Second, we focus on information processing by financial analysts. 

Other types of stakeholders (e.g., investors) also have to deal with ambiguities in interpreting 

SG&A. As such, it might be interesting to explore the effect of (change in) SG&A similarity 
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on stock price performance. Third, while the way we select peer firms (based on industry and 

firm size) is based on prior academic literature, other ways of selecting peer firms may be used 

in practice. Testing our hypotheses using alternative peer determination approaches may be 

relevant for future research. Finally, we selected the third order moment of the potentially 

endogenous variable as an instrument to estimate the first-stage regressions. Finding other 

type(s) of strong exogenous instruments to estimate the first-stage regressions, to control for 

the endogeneity problem, could be an improvement to this type of research.  
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Appendix 

 

A.1 Definition of variables 

 

𝐷𝐼𝑆𝑃  Analyst forecast dispersion, being the standard deviation of analyst 

forecasts of one-year ahead EPS at the end of month four after fiscal 

year-end date, scaled by stock price on the same day; 

𝐸𝑅𝑅𝑂𝑅  Analyst forecast error, being the absolute value of the difference between 

the average analyst forecast of one-year ahead EPS, at the beginning of 

month 8 before fiscal year-end date, and actual one-year ahead EPS, 

scaled by stock price on the day of the forecast; 

𝐴𝑁𝐴𝐿𝐹𝑂𝐿  Analyst following, being the natural logarithm of the number of analysts 

following the firm at the end of month four after fiscal year-end date; 

𝑆𝐼𝑀𝑆𝐶𝑂𝑅𝐸  SG&A similarity score (see Section 3.2); 

∆𝑆𝐼𝑀𝑆𝐶𝑂𝑅𝐸: Change in similarity score, being SIMSCOREt minus SIMSCOREt-1 

𝐻𝐼𝑆𝑇𝐶𝑂𝑀𝑃  Variable reflecting historical comparison, being SG&A ratio in year t 

minus SG&A ratio in year t-1; 

𝐼𝑁𝑆𝑇𝐻𝐿𝐷 Institutional holdings, being the percentage of a firm’s shares held by 

institutional investors at fiscal year-end date; 

𝑁𝑈𝑀𝐴𝑁 Natural logarithm of the number of analysts following the firm at fiscal 

year-end date; 

𝑆𝐼𝑍𝐸 Firm size, being the natural logarithm of total assets at fiscal year-end 

date;19 

𝑆𝑈𝑅𝑃𝑅𝐼𝑆𝐸 Earnings surprise, being the absolute value of the relative change in 

earnings per share (EPS) at fiscal year-end date (i.e., (EPSt – EPSt-

1)/EPSt-1);
20 

                                                 
19 Using natural logarithm of market value as a proxy for firm size does not materially change our results. 
20 Using lagged stock price at fiscal year-end date as a scalar yields qualitatively similar findings. 
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𝐿𝑂𝑆𝑆  Dummy variable that is coded one if the firm reports a loss in the current 

fiscal year; and zero otherwise; 

𝐿𝐸𝑉   Leverage, being total debt scaled by total assets; 

𝑉𝑂𝐿𝐴𝑇𝐼𝐿𝐼𝑇𝑌 Volatility of return on assets (ROA), being the standard deviation of 

ROA over the last five years; 

𝑆𝐴𝐿𝐸𝑆 𝐺𝑅𝑂𝑊𝑇𝐻  Growth in net sales, being the relative change in net sales at fiscal year-

end date (i.e., (Salest - Salest-1)/Salest-1); 

𝑀𝑇𝐵 Market-to-book, being sum of market value of equity and book value of 

debt, scaled by total assets; 

𝑂𝑃𝐶𝑂𝑆𝑇 Operating expenses, being the sum of cost of sales and SG&A expenses, 

scaled by net sales;  

𝑅𝐸𝑀 An indicator of real earnings management, being a dummy variable that 

is coded 1 if the residual of the SG&A model suggested by Gunny (2010) 

(Equation 4) belongs to the bottom quartile; and zero otherwise (see 

Section A.2 in Appendix for detailed information about the calculation 

of this variable); 

𝐴𝐶𝐶𝑅_𝑅𝐸𝑆𝐼𝐷 A measure of accruals management, being the residual of the model 

suggested by Dechow and Dichev (2002) (Equation 5) (see Section A.3 

in Appendix for detailed information about the calculation of this 

variable); 

𝐵𝐸𝑁𝐶𝐻 Dummy variable capturing earnings management aimed at meeting 

earnings benchmarks. The variable is coded one if either a firm’s relative 

net income (being net income scaled by total assets) or its relative change 

in net income (being change in net income divided by total assets) falls 

within the range [0, 0.01]; and zero otherwise;21 

𝐼𝑁𝐹𝑂𝑄𝑈𝐴𝐿 A measure of information quality, being the firm-specific standard 

deviation of residuals obtained from estimating Equation 5 over the past 

                                                 
21 Consistent with Gunny (2010), we opted for .01 as a cut-off value. Employing alternative cut-off values, being .005 (consistent with 

Burgstahler and Dichev (1997)) and .02 (arbitrarily chosen), do not materially affect our results. 
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three years (i.e., t-3 up to t-1)22 (see Section A.4 in Appendix for detailed 

information about the calculation of this variable); 

𝐵𝑖𝑔𝑁 Dummy variable that is coded 1 if the firm hires a BigN auditor23; and 0 

otherwise; 

𝑂𝐶𝐹 Variable capturing managers’ empire building incentives arising from 

the agency problem, being operating cash flow scaled by total assets; 

𝐶𝐸𝑂_𝐶𝑂𝑀𝑃 Variable capturing managers’ empire building incentives arising from 

the agency problem due to their compensation schemes, being sum of 

CEO salary and bonuses (both cash and non-cash) scaled by total CEO 

compensation; 

𝐶𝐸𝑂_𝐻𝑂𝑅 Variable capturing managers’ empire building incentives arising from 

the agency problem due to CEO horizon, being an indicator variable that 

is coded one if a change of CEO occurred in the current or next year; and 

zero otherwise; 

𝐸𝑋𝑃𝐸𝑅𝐼𝐸𝑁𝐶𝐸 Analyst experience, being mean of the number of years between 

analysts’ first appearance in the I/B/E/S database and fiscal year-end 

date;24 

𝑌𝑒𝑎𝑟    Year dummies; 

i and t   Denote firms and years. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

                                                 
22 Using a 5-year standard deviation of residuals (i.e., over year t-4 to year t) does not materially change our results. 
23 The BigN are: PricewaterhouseCoopers; Klynveld Peat Marwick Goerdeler; Deloitte; Ernst & Young; and Arthur Andersen (for the 

observations of 2002). As a robustness check, we also excluded Arthur Andersen from the list of BigN audit firms (because of the Enron fraud 
in which Arthur Andersen was involved). Results, after elimination of Arthur Andersen from the list of BigN audit firms, are not materially 

different. 
24 This approach is consistent with prior research (see e.g., Yu, 2008, Harvey  et al., 2011, De Franco et al., 2015). 
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A.2 Calculation of REM (a measure of real earnings management) 

 

Consistent with prior studies (e.g., Gunny 2010), we estimate the following equation 

(Equation 4) for every industry (on a yearly basis) with at least 15 observations: 

𝑆𝐺&𝐴𝑖𝑡

𝐴𝑖𝑡−1
= 𝛼0 + 𝛼1

1

𝐴𝑖𝑡−1
+ 𝛼2𝑀𝑉𝑖𝑡 + 𝛼3𝑄𝑖𝑡 + 𝛼4

𝐼𝑁𝑇𝑖𝑡

𝐴𝑖𝑡−1
+ 𝛼5

∆𝑆𝐴𝐿𝐸𝑆𝑖𝑡

𝐴𝑖𝑡−1
+ 𝛼6

∆𝑆𝐴𝐿𝐸𝑆𝑖𝑡

𝐴𝑖𝑡−1
× 𝐷𝑖𝑡 + 𝜀𝑖𝑡 

Where, 

𝐴  Total assets; 

𝑀𝑉  Market value of equity, being the natural logarithm of the product of 

common shares outstanding and the closing price on the last trading day 

in a year; 

𝑄  Tobin’s Q, being the sum of market value of equity, preferred stock, 

current portion of long-term debts and long-term debt, scaled by lagged 

total assets; 

𝐼𝑁𝑇  Internal funds, being the sum of depreciation and amortisation, income 

before extraordinary items and research and development (R&D) 

expenses;25 

∆𝑆𝐴𝐿𝐸𝑆  Change in net sales (i.e., Salest - Salest-1); 

𝐷  Dummy variable equal to 1 when total sales decrease between t-1 and t, 

zero otherwise.26 

Note that Equation 4 estimates the normal level of SG&A based on variables identified 

in prior studies (e.g., Gunny 2010) as drivers of a firm’s real activities (such as SG&A). 

Residuals of the estimated model therefore represent deviations from the expected level of 

SG&A (or discretionary SG&A). Firm-year observations with lower residuals are more likely 

to engage in real earnings management (i.e., managerial intent to increase earnings) (Gunny 

2010). Consistent with Gunny (2010), we define a dummy variable (REM) that is coded 1 if the 

                                                 
25 Missing values of R&D are replaced with zero. Eliminating the observations with missing value of R&D expenses or dropping INT from 

equation 2 does not materially affect our results. 
26 Similar to Gunny (2010), we exclude D from Equation 4, because the corresponding VIF well exceeds the critical value of 10, giving rise 

to multicolinearity issues. Nevertheless, results based on estimating Equation 4 including D, are not materially different.  
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residual attributed to a firm-year observation belongs to the bottom quartile of SG&A residuals; 

and zero otherwise. We use REM as a proxy for real earnings management. 
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A.3 Calculation of ACCR_RESID (a measure of accruals management) 

In line with prior studies (Francis et al., 2004, Francis et al., 2005), we estimate the 

normal level of total working capital accruals, using the model suggested by Dechow and 

Dichev (2002) (i.e., Equation 5)27 to calculate our proxy for accruals management (all variables 

are scaled by average of beginning- and end-of-period total assets): 

𝑇𝐶𝐴𝑖𝑡 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝐶𝐹𝑂𝑖𝑡−1 + 𝛽2𝐶𝐹𝑂𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽3𝐶𝐹𝑂𝑖𝑡+1 + 𝛽4∆𝑆𝐴𝐿𝐸𝑆𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽5𝑃𝑃𝐸𝑖𝑡 + 𝛾𝑖𝑡 

Where, 

𝑇𝐶𝐴  Total working capital accruals, being change in current assets minus 

change in current liabilities minus change in cash plus change in debt in 

current liabilities; 

𝐶𝐹𝑂  Cash flow from operations; 

𝑃𝑃𝐸  Property, plant and equipment. 

 

Residuals of this model represent deviations from the normal level of working capital 

accruals, providing a metric capturing accruals management (the larger the residual, the more 

likely that the firm engages in accruals management). We use the residual term obtained from 

Equation 5 (ACCR_RESID) in our model to proxy for accruals management. 

  

                                                 
27 Inspired by McNichols (2002), we add change in net sales (∆SALES) and gross property, plant and equipment (PPE) as additional 

explanatory variables into Dechow and Dichev’s (2002) model. 
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A.4 Calculation of INFOQUAL (a measure of firms’ information environment quality)  

 

Based on prior literature (e.g., Francis et al., 2004, Francis et al., 2005), we add an 

additional control that captures firms’ financial information quality, affecting the quality of 

their information environment. Specifically, we add the standard deviation of residuals obtained 

from Equation 5 (discretionary accruals) over a three-year period (i.e., year t-2 up to year t), 

into our model as a measure of information quality (INFOQUAL). We focus on a measure based 

on accruals because it is expected that firms’ stakeholders, such as financial analysts, value a 

firm based on their assessment of financial performance, such as cash flow, in the future. Prior 

studies (e.g., Dechow, 1994) document current earnings (consisting of an accrual and a cash 

flow component) to effectively subsume information about future cash flows. However, the 

accrual component of current earnings is argued to be characterised by greater uncertainty than 

the cash flow component, because of being at managerial discretion (accruals are the product 

of judgements, estimates and allocations), while the cash flow component of earnings is realised 

(Francis et al., 2004). 
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TABLE 1: Descriptive statistics 

 COMPUSTAT FINAL SAMPLE 

 Median Mean Std Dev Median Mean Std Dev 

Net sales (million USD) 272.1365 2627.2660 12546.570 656.4050 3986.7150 12720.1000 

SG&A (million USD) 59.9310 538.4307 2176.8570 137.2735 811.2956 2686.8090 

SG&A/Sales .2545 .3007 .2057 .2469 .2878 .1926 

SG&A/Total expenses .2580 .2630 6.1550 .2589 .3007 .2527 

Total assets (million USD) 311.6665 3442.7350 14917.2200 751.5480 5075.1920 17972.7400 

SIMSCORE  -.6857 -.7905 .5904 -.6657 -.7700 .5714 

∆SIMSCORE .0001 .0000 .3956 .0001 -.0000 .3944 

DISP    .0029 .0091 .0645 

ERROR    .0600 .0612 1.1333 

ANALFOL    1.6094 1.7281 .8260 

HISTCOMP    .9864 .9947 .2379 

INSTHLD    .6375 .5562 .3158 

SIZE    6.6221 6.7586 1.7803 

SURPRISE    .50000 1.9460 7.7056 

LOSS    .0000 .2292 .4203 

LEV    .1561 .1903 .1907 

VOLATILITY    .0410 .0902 .3976 

SALES GROWTH    .0915 .1281 .3583 

MTB    1.5686 1.9521 1.2878 

OPCOST    .8621 .8355 .1526 

ACCR_RESID    -.0017 .0019 .3599 

INFOQUAL    .0761 .1997 .4201 

OCF    .1081 .1157 .1012 

CEO_COMP    .3877 .4070 .2358 

CEO_HOR    .0000 .1686 .3744 

EXPERIENCE    6.7166 6.8724 3.3009 

SIMSCORE a focal firm’s SG&A ratio minus the average SG&A ratio within its industry-specific peer-based group, scaled by the standard deviation of SG&A ratios within the peer group; ∆SIMSCORE change in 

SIMSCORE (i.e., SIMSCOREt – SIMSCOREt-1); DISP standard deviation of analyst forecasts of one-year ahead EPS at the end of month four after fiscal year-end date, scaled by stock price at the same date; ERROR 

absolute value of the difference between average analyst forecast of one-year ahead EPS, at the beginning of month 8 before fiscal year-end date, and actual one-year ahead EPS, scaled by stock price on the day of forecast; 

ANALFOL the natural logarithm of the number of analysts following the firm at the end of month four after fiscal year-end date; HISTCOMP historical comparison, being SG&A ratio in year t minus SG&A ratio in year 

t-1; INSTHLD percentage of a firm’s shares held by institutional investors; SIZE natural logarithm of total assets at fiscal year-end date; SURPRISE absolute value of the relative change in EPS at fiscal year-end date 

(i.e., (EPSt – EPSt-1)/EPSt-1); LOSS dummy variable that is coded one if the firm reports a loss in the current fiscal year, and zero otherwise; LEV total debt scaled by total assets; VOLATILITY standard deviation of 

ROA over the last 5 years; SALES GROWTH growth  in net sales at fiscal year-end date (i.e., (Salest – Salest-1)/Salest-1); MTB the sum of market value of equity and book value of debts, scaled by total assets; OPCOST 

operating expenses, being the sum of cost of sales and SG&A expenses, scaled by net sales; ACCR_RESID a measure of accruals management, being the residuals obtained from estimation of equation (3); INFOQUAL 

financial disclosure quality, being firm-specific standard deviation of residuals obtained from estimating equation 3 over the past three years (i.e., t-3 up to t-1); OCF operating cash flow scaled by total assets; CEO_COMP  
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CEO compensation, being sum of salary and bonus (both cash and non-cash) scaled by total compensation; CEO_HOR CEO horizon, being an indicator variable that is coded one if a change of CEO occurred in the current 

or next year, and zero otherwise; EXPERIENCE analyst experience, being the number of years between when an analyst first appears in the I/B/E/S database and the fiscal year-end date. 
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TABLE 2: Correlation matrix 

  (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) 

(1) DISP 

 

1.0000                        

(2) ERROR .5936 

*** 

1.0000                       

(3) ANALFOL -.1632 

*** 

-.2468 

*** 

1.0000                      

(4) SIMSCORE -.0539 

*** 

-.0631 

*** 

-.0191 

** 

1.0000                     

(5) ∆SIMSCORE -.0174 

* 

-.0167 

* 

-.0241 

** 

.3039 

*** 

1.0000                    

(6) HISTCOMP .0589 

*** 

.1065 

*** 

-.0043 

 

-.0348 

*** 

.0305 

*** 

1.0000                   

(7) INSTHLD -.1673 

*** 

-.1541 

*** 

.3017 

*** 

.0139 -.0062 .0158 1.0000                  

(8) SIZE -.1115 

*** 

-.1837 

*** 

.5605 

*** 

.0190 

** 

-.0195 

** 

.0341 

*** 

.1134 

*** 

1.0000                 

(9) SURPRISE .1887 

*** 

.1418 

*** 

-.0651 

*** 

-.0336 

*** 

-.0218 

** 

.0263 

** 

-.0083 -.0672 

*** 

1.0000                

(10) LOSS .4079 

*** 

.2946 

*** 

-.1602 

*** 

-.1151 

*** 

-.0385 

*** 

.0965 

*** 

-.0812 

*** 

-.1996 

*** 

.2084 

*** 

1.0000               

(11) LEV .1795 

*** 

.0703 

*** 

.0482 

*** 

.0279 

*** 

.0108 .0206 

** 

.0147 .3288 

*** 

.0453 

*** 

.0979 

*** 

1.0000              

(12) VOLATILITY .2012 

*** 

.2039 

*** 

-.1138 

*** 

-.0474 

*** 

.0383 

*** 

.1233 

*** 

-.0841 

*** 

.0556 

*** 

.0556 

*** 

.1998 

*** 

-.0832 

*** 

1.0000             

(13) SALES GROWTH -.0828 

*** 

-.2146 

*** 

.0750 

*** 

.0480 

*** 

.0933 

*** 

-.0176 

* 

.0174 

* 

-.0177 

* 

.0023 -.2046 

*** 

-.0269 

*** 

.0663 

*** 

1.0000            

(14) MTB .3746 

*** 

.2074 

*** 

.1650 

*** 

-.0006 .0332 

*** 

-.1312 

*** 

.0137 -.1616 

*** 

-.0783 

*** 

-.1665 

*** 

-.2236 

*** 

.1795 

*** 

.2165 

*** 

1.0000           

(15) OPCOST .1330 

*** 

.1959 

*** 

-.3096 

*** 

-.1083 

*** 

.0648 

*** 

.0549 

*** 

-.0496 

*** 

-.3675 

*** 

.0796 

*** 

-.2677 

*** 

-.2164 

*** 

-.1641 

*** 

-.0922 

*** 

-.1081 

*** 

1.0000          

(16) REM .0181 

* 

-.0032 -.0698 

*** 

-.1104 

*** 

-.0144 -.0607 

*** 

-.0510 

*** 

-.1079 

*** 

-.0028 .0441 

*** 

.0523 

*** 

.0279 

*** 

.1367 

*** 

.1001 

*** 

.1139 

*** 

1.0000         

(17) ACCR_RESID .0194 

** 

.0211 

** 

-.0336 

*** 

.0148 

* 

.0167 

*** 

.0013 -.0057 .0097 -.0062 -.0049 .0285 

*** 

-.0175 

** 

-.0998 

*** 

-.0668 

*** 

.0164 -.0252 

*** 

1.0000        

(18) BENCH -.0745 

*** 

.0437 

*** 

.0251 

*** 

.0056 .0022 .0018 .0325 

*** 

.1084 

*** 

-.1431 

*** 

-.1722 

*** 

.0604 

*** 

-.1006 

*** 

-.0203 

** 

-.0800 

*** 

-.0216 

** 

-.0012 -.0038 1.0000       

(19) INFOQUAL .0629 

*** 

.0729 

*** 

-.0404 

*** 

-.0326 

*** 

.0054 -.0082 -.0462 

*** 

-.0418 

*** 

.0182 

** 

.0241 

*** 

-.0168 

** 

.1353 

*** 

.0157 

* 

.0468 

*** 

-.0306 

*** 

.0151 

*** 

.0565 

*** 

-.0325 

*** 

1.0000      

(20) BigN -.1044 

*** 

-.0774 

*** 

.2450 

*** 

-.0158 

 

-.0202 .0464 

 

.1713 

*** 

.3749 

*** 

-.0029 

 

-.0791 

*** 

.0974 

*** 

-.1368 

*** 

-.0616 

*** 

-.0483 

*** 

-.0892 

*** 

-.0715 

*** 

.0227 

** 

.0127 -.0860 

*** 

1.0000     

(21) OCF .2078 

*** 

-.2515 

*** 

.2307 

*** 

.1131 

*** 

.0316 

*** 

-.1064 

*** 

.0522 

*** 

.1523 

*** 

-.0878 

*** 

-.4227 

*** 

-.0806 

*** 

-.0831 

*** 

.2361 

*** 

.3967 

*** 

-.5848 

*** 

.0625 

*** 

-.0637 

*** 

-.0502 

*** 

.0491 

*** 

.0480 

*** 

1.0000    

(22) 

 

CEO_COMP .0258 

*** 

.0238 

** 

-.3363 

*** 

.0021 

 

.0094 -.0137 

 

-.0843 

*** 

-.4432 

*** 

.0286 

*** 

.1070 

*** 

-.1123 

*** 

.1060 

*** 

-.0133 -.0092 .1719 

*** 

.0779 

*** 

.0186 

* 

-.0296 

*** 

-.0152 -.1689 

** 

-.0984 

*** 

1.0000   

(23) CEO_HOR .0085 .0520 

*** 

.0643 

*** 

-.0020 -.0133 .0100 .0769 

*** 

.0501 

*** 

-.0041 -.0107 -.0028 .0010 -.0351 

*** 

-.0013 .0079 -.0055 .0027 -.0100 -.0009 .0240 

** 

-.0017 .0564 

*** 

1.0000  

(24)  EXPERIENCE -.0562 

*** 

-.0431 

*** 

.1205 

*** 

.0063 -.0082 .0350 

*** 

.1931 

*** 

.1358 

*** 

-.0179 

** 

-.0263 

*** 

.0676 

*** 

-.1098 

*** 

-.0888 

*** 

-.0834 

*** 

.0270 

*** 

.0102 

* 

.0008 .0187 

*** 

-.0198 

*** 

.0676 

*** 

-.0203 

** 

-.0728 

*** 

.0182 

* 

1.0000 
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DISP standard deviation of analyst forecasts of one-year ahead EPS at the end of month four after fiscal year-end date, scaled by stock price at the same date; ERROR absolute value of the difference between average analyst forecast of one-year ahead EPS, at the beginning of month 8 before fiscal year-end 

date, and actual one-year ahead EPS, scaled by stock price on the day of forecast; ANALFOL the natural logarithm of the number of analysts following the firm at the end of month four after fiscal year-end date; SIMSCORE a focal firm’s SG&A ratio minus the average SG&A ratio within its industry-specific 

peer-based group, scaled by the standard deviation of SG&A ratios within the peer group; ∆SIMSCORE change in SIMSCORE (i.e., SIMSCOREt – SIMSCOREt-1); HISTCOMP historical comparison, being SG&A ratio in year t minus SG&A ratio in year t-1; INSTHLD percentage of a firm’s shares held by 

institutional investors; SIZE natural logarithm of total assets at fiscal year-end date; SURPRISE absolute value of the relative change in EPS at fiscal year-end date (i.e., (EPSt – EPSt-1)/EPSt-1); LOSS dummy variable that is coded one if the firm reports a loss in the current fiscal year, and zero otherwise; 

LEV total debt scaled by total assets; VOLATILITY standard deviation of ROA over the last 5 years; SALES GROWTH growth  in net sales at fiscal year-end date (i.e., (Salest – Salest-1)/Salest-1); MTB the sum of market value of equity and book value of debts, scaled by total assets; OPCOST operating 

expenses, being the sum of cost of sales and SG&A expenses, scaled by net sales; REM an indicator of real earnings management, being a dummy variable that is coded 1 if the residual obtained from estimation of equation (2) belongs to the bottom quartile of SG&A residuals, and zero otherwise; ACCR_RESID 

the measure of accruals management, being the residuals obtained from estimation of equation (3); BENCH dummy that is coded one if either a firm’s relative net income (being net income scaled by total assets) or its relative change in net income (being change in net income divided by total assets) is larger 

than zero and smaller than .01, and zero otherwise; INFOQUAL financial disclosure quality, being firm-specific standard deviation of residuals obtained from estimation of equation 3 over the past three years (i.e., t-3 up to t-1); BigN dummy variable that is coded 1 if the firm hires a BigN auditor, and 0 

otherwise); OCF operating cash flow scaled by total assets; CEO_COMP CEO compensation, being sum of salary and bonus (both cash and non-cash) scaled by total compensation; CEO_HOR CEO horizon, being an indicator variable that is coded one if a change of CEO occurred in the current or next year, 

and zero otherwise; EXPERIENCE analyst experience, being the number of years between when an analyst first appears in the I/B/E/S database and the fiscal year-end date. 

Significance at .10 (*), .05 (**) and .01 (***) levels. 
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TABLE 3: Results for testing the relationship between SG&A similarity and analyst forecast dispersion 

        Model I Model II                                 Model III Model IV  

                          based on 

                    SIMSCORE 

                             (H1) 

based on 

SIMSCORE 

(H4) 

based on 

∆SIMSCORE 

(H1) 

based on 

∆SIMSCORE 

(H4) 

 

 Coefficient  Coefficient  Coefficient Coefficient  

SIMSCORE -.0549 (.058) .0020 (.962)    

SIMSCORE × ABOVE   -.1483 (.047)28    

∆SIMSCORE     -.1203    (.001) .0226     (.774) 

∆SIMSCORE × ABOVE      -.1646    (.077)29 

ABOVE   .1455 (.001)  .1267     (.002) 

HISTCOMP -.0264 (.679) -.0745 (.264) .2348    (.000) .2681     (.000) 

NUMAN -.0152 (.000) -.0141 (.000) -.0150    (.000) -.0143   (.000) 

SIZE -.0020 (.909) -.0075 (.671) -.0019    (.911) -.0042    (.811) 

SURPRISE .0248 (000) .0252 (.000)  .0245    (.000) .0248     (.000) 

LOSS 1.01258 (000) 1.0240 (.000) 1.0159    (.000) 1.0034   (.000) 

LEV .6419 (000) .6320 (.000)  .6348    (.000) .6219     (.000) 

VOLATILITY 2.3657 (000) 2.3965 (.000) 2.4523    (.000) 2.4997   (.000) 

OPCOST .1851 (.294) .1271 (.464) .1930    (.279) .1632     (.357) 

REM .0462 (.312) -.0191 (.678) .0616    (.178) .0262     (.570) 

ACCR_RESID .2861 (.000) .2599 (.000) .2864    (.000) .2667     (.000) 

BENCH -.0431 (.196) -.0420 (.208) -.0412    (.216) -.0431    (.195) 

INFOQUAL .1783 (.030) .1574 (.058) .1890    (.021) .1707     (.037) 

BigN -.1362 (.027) -.1355 (.027) -.1390    (.023) -.1420    (.020) 

OCF 2.3603 (.000) 2.2801 (.000) 2.3746    (.000) 2.3116   (.000) 

CEO_COMP .2165 (.002) .2015 (.002) .2111    (.002) .2039     (.003) 

CEO_HOR -.0811 (.177) -.0782 (.189) -.0858    (.152) -.0834    (.158) 

𝑹𝑬𝑴 × 𝑺𝑰𝑴𝑺𝑪𝑶𝑹𝑬    .1307 (.162)    

𝑶𝑪𝑭 × 𝑺𝑰𝑴𝑺𝑪𝑶𝑹𝑬   1.1055 (.000)    

𝑪𝑬𝑶_𝑪𝑶𝑴𝑷 × 𝑺𝑰𝑴𝑺𝑪𝑶𝑹𝑬   -.0455 (.710)    

𝑪𝑬𝑶_𝑯𝑶𝑹 × 𝑺𝑰𝑴𝑺𝑪𝑶𝑹𝑬   -.0889 (.366)    

𝑹𝑬𝑴 × ∆𝑺𝑰𝑴𝑺𝑪𝑶𝑹𝑬      .0643     (.471) 

𝑶𝑪𝑭 × ∆𝑺𝑰𝑴𝑺𝑪𝑶𝑹𝑬      .9976     (.001) 

                                                 
28 The p-value of the joint coefficient equals .024 (i.e., significant at the 5% level). 
29 The p-value of the joint coefficient equals .007 (i.e., significant at the 1% level). 
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𝑪𝑬𝑶_𝑪𝑶𝑴𝑷 × ∆𝑺𝑰𝑴𝑺𝑪𝑶𝑹𝑬      -.0283    (.817) 

𝑪𝑬𝑶_𝑯𝑶𝑹 × ∆𝑺𝑰𝑴𝑺𝑪𝑶𝑹𝑬      -.1370    (.154) 

EXPERIENCE -.0389 (.000) -.0392 (.000) -.0393    (.000) -.0396    (.000) 

YEAR Included  Included     Included Included  

Max VIF 2.20  2.24            2.20        5.36  

R2 .3188  .3232          .3204      .3244  

N 9,022  9,022          9,022      9,022  

This table presents results from estimating equation 1. The dependent variable is DISP, being the standard deviation of analyst forecasts of one-year ahead EPS at the end of month four after fiscal year-end date, scaled by stock price 

at the same date.   

SIMSCORE a focal firm’s SG&A ratio minus the average SG&A ratio within its industry-specific peer-based group, scaled by the standard deviation of SG&A ratios within the peer group; ∆SIMSCORE change in SIMSCORE 

(i.e., SIMSCOREt – SIMSCOREt-1); ABOVE dummy variable that is coded one if the firm’s SG&A ratio exceeds the industry-specific peer-based benchmark in the previous period, and zero otherwise; HISTCOMP historical 

comparison, being SG&A ratio in year t minus SG&A ratio in year t-1; NUMAN number of analysts following the firm at fiscal year-end date; SIZE natural logarithm of total assets at fiscal year-end date; SURPRISE absolute value 

of the relative change in EPS at fiscal year-end date (i.e., (EPSt – EPSt-1)/EPSt-1); LOSS dummy variable that is coded one if the firm reports a loss in the current fiscal year, and zero otherwise; LEV total debt scaled by total assets; 

VOLATILITY standard deviation of ROA over the last 5 years; OPCOST operating expenses, being the sum of cost of sales and SG&A expenses, scaled by net sales; REM dummy variable that is coded one if a firm's discretionary 

SG&A (i.e., residual obtained from estimating equation (2)) is in the lowest quartile, and zero otherwise; ACCR_RESID a measure of accruals management, being the residuals obtained from estimation of equation (3); BENCH 

dummy that is coded one if either a firm’s relative net income (being net income scaled by total assets) or its relative change in net income (being change in net income divided by total assets) is larger than zero and smaller than .01, 

and zero otherwise; INFOQUAL financial disclosure quality, being firm-specific standard deviation of residuals obtained from estimation of equation (3) over the past three years (i.e., t-3 up to t-1); BigN dummy variable that is 

coded one if a firm hires a BigN auditor, and 0 otherwise; OCF operating cash flow scaled by beginning of period-total assets; CEO_COMP CEO compensation, being sum of annual salary and bonus (both cash and non-cash) scaled 

by total compensation; CEO_HOR CEO horizon, being an indicator variable that is coded one if a change of CEO occurred in the current or next year, and zero otherwise; EXPERIENCE analyst experience, being the number of 

years between when an analyst first appears in the I/B/E/S database and the fiscal year-end date. 

Numbers in parentheses represent p-values. 
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TABLE 4: Results for testing the relationship between SG&A similarity and analyst forecast error 

       Model V    Model VI           Model VII  Model VIII  

                      based on SIMSCORE 

                                               (H2) 

based on SIMSCORE 

                         (H5) 

based on ∆SIMSCORE 

                            (H2) 

   based on ∆SIMSCORE 

(H5) 

 

 Coefficient  Coefficient    Coefficient  Coefficient  

SIMSCORE .0116 (.784) -.0980 (.202)     

SIMSCORE × ABOVE   .1275 (.170)     

∆SIMSCORE     -.0527 (.384) .2224 (.092) 

∆SIMSCORE × ABOVE       -.3841 (.021)30 

ABOVE   .1734 (.001)   .1745 (.001) 

HISTCOMP 1.8024 (.001) 1.5624 (.004) .1587 (.092) .0611 (.572) 

NUMAN -.0185 (.000) -.0160 (.001) -.0186 (.000) -.0166 (.001) 

SIZE -.0486 (.030) -.0589 (.008) -.0509 (.002) -.0557 (.012) 

SURPRISE .0268 (.000) .0266 (.000) .0265 (.000) .0262 (.000) 

LOSS .8902 (.000) .9136 (.000) .8906 (.000) .9082 (.000) 

LEV .6273 (.000) .5950 (.000) .6165 (.000) .5913 (.000) 

VOLATILITY 3.7676 (.000) 3.8543 (.000) 3.7298 (.000) 3.8286 (.000) 

OPCOST .16887 (.366) .0789 (.703) .0733 (.623) .0604 (.765) 

REM -.0013 (.981) -.1005 (.101) -.0109 (.816) -.0735 (.218) 

ACCR_RESID .3367 (.002) .3004 (.005) .3371 (.001) .3020 (.005) 

BENCH .5856 (.000) .5894 (.000) .5846 (.000) .5837 (.000) 

INFOQUAL .2840 (.027) .2554 (.045) .2821 (.010) .2508 (.049) 

BigN -.0528 (.560) -.0518 (.569) -.0528 (.423) -.0546 (.547) 

OCF -1.5872 (.000) -1.6607 (.000) -1.6571 (.000) -1.6954 (.000) 

CEO_COMP .1275 (.193) .1226 (.214) .1323 (.121) .1331 (.174) 

CEO_HOR -.1195 (.065) -.1055 (.104) -.1177 (.032) -.1120 (.084) 

𝑹𝑬𝑴 × 𝑺𝑰𝑴𝑺𝑪𝑶𝑹𝑬    .0098 (.934)     

𝑶𝑪𝑭 × 𝑺𝑰𝑴𝑺𝑪𝑶𝑹𝑬   -.2874 (.510)     

𝑪𝑬𝑶_𝑪𝑶𝑴𝑷 × 𝑺𝑰𝑴𝑺𝑪𝑶𝑹𝑬   -.2007 (.207)     

𝑪𝑬𝑶_𝑯𝑶𝑹 × 𝑺𝑰𝑴𝑺𝑪𝑶𝑹𝑬   -.0866 (.443)     

𝑹𝑬𝑴 × ∆𝑺𝑰𝑴𝑺𝑪𝑶𝑹𝑬       -.2188 (.254) 

𝑶𝑪𝑭 × ∆𝑺𝑰𝑴𝑺𝑪𝑶𝑹𝑬       .4503 (.448) 

𝑪𝑬𝑶_𝑪𝑶𝑴𝑷 × ∆𝑺𝑰𝑴𝑺𝑪𝑶𝑹𝑬       -.1111 (.649) 

𝑪𝑬𝑶_𝑯𝑶𝑹 × ∆𝑺𝑰𝑴𝑺𝑪𝑶𝑹𝑬       -.2353 (.198) 

                                                 
30 The p-value of the joint coefficient equals .046 (i.e., significant at the 5% level) 
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EXPERIENCE -.0229 (.021) -.0241 (.015) -.0218 (.004) -.0235 (-.018) 

         

YEAR Included  Included  Included  Included  

Max VIF 2.19  3.77  2.19  5.36  

R2 .2500  .2527  .2461  .2523  

N 6,939  6,939  6,939  6,939  

This table presents results from estimating equation 2. The dependent variable is ERROR, being absolute value of the difference between average analyst forecast of one-year ahead EPS, at the beginning of month 8 before fiscal 

year-end date, and actual one-year ahead EPS, scaled by stock price on the day of forecast. 

SIMSCORE a focal firm’s SG&A ratio minus the average SG&A ratio within its industry-specific peer-based group, scaled by the standard deviation of SG&A ratios within the peer group; ∆SIMSCORE change in SIMSCORE 

(i.e., SIMSCOREt – SIMSCOREt-1); ABOVE dummy variable that is coded one if the firm’s SG&A ratio exceeds the industry-specific peer-based benchmark in the previous period, and zero otherwise; HISTCOMP historical 

comparison, being SG&A ratio in year t minus SG&A ratio in year t-1; NUMAN number of analysts following the firm at fiscal year-end date; SIZE natural logarithm of total assets at fiscal year-end date; SURPRISE absolute value 

of the relative change in EPS at fiscal year-end date (i.e., (EPSt – EPSt-1)/EPSt-1); LOSS dummy variable that is coded one if the firm reports a loss in the current fiscal year, and zero otherwise; LEV total debt scaled by total assets; 

VOLATILITY standard deviation of ROA over the last 5 years; OPCOST operating expenses, being the sum of cost of sales and SG&A expenses, scaled by net sales; REM dummy variable that is coded one if a firm's discretionary 

SG&A (i.e., residual obtained from estimating equation (2)) is in the lowest quartile, and zero otherwise; ACCR_RESID a measure of accruals management, being the residuals obtained from estimation of equation (3); BENCH 

dummy that is coded one if either a firm’s relative net income (being net income scaled by total assets) or its relative change in net income (being change in net income divided by total assets) is larger than zero and smaller than .01, 

and zero otherwise; INFOQUAL financial disclosure quality, being firm-specific standard deviation of residuals obtained from estimation of equation (3) over the past three years (i.e., t-3 up to t-1); BigN dummy variable that is 

coded one if a firm hires a BigN auditor, and 0 otherwise; OCF operating cash flow scaled by beginning of period-total assets; CEO_COMP CEO compensation, being sum of annual salary and bonus (both cash and non-cash) scaled 

by total compensation; CEO_HOR CEO horizon, being an indicator variable that is coded one if a change of CEO occurred in the current or next year and zero otherwise; EXPERIENCE analyst experience, being the number of 

years between when an analyst first appears in the I/B/E/S database and the fiscal year-end date. 

Numbers in parentheses represent p-values. 
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TABLE 5: Regression results for testing the relationship between SG&A similarity and analyst following 

 Model IX  Model X  Model XI  Model XII  

 Based on 

lagged 

SIMSCORE 

(H3) 

 Based on 

lagged 

SIMSCORE 

(H6) 

 Based on 

current 

SIMSCORE 

(H3) 

 Based on 

current 

SIMSCORE 

(H6) 

 

 Coefficient  Coefficient  Coefficient  Coefficient  

𝑺𝑰𝑴𝑺𝑪𝑶𝑹𝑬 -.0570 (.006) .0076 (.826) -.0708 (.001) .0163 (.644) 

𝑺𝑰𝑴𝑺𝑪𝑶𝑹𝑬 × 𝑨𝑩𝑶𝑽𝑬   -.0833 (.049)31   -.1093 (.011)32 

𝑨𝑩𝑶𝑽𝑬   .0428 (.091)   .0632 (.014) 

HISTCOMP -.4591 (.017) -.5008 (.011) -.0473 (.806) .0285 (.884) 

INSTHLD .7804 (.000) .7785 (.000) .7795 (.000) .7768 (.000) 

SIZE .2409 (.000) .2422 (.000) .2406 (.000) .2428 (.000) 

SURPRISE -.0018 (.216) -.0018 (.222) -.0019 (.179) -.0020 (.152) 

LOSS -.1148 (.000) -.1059 (.000) -.1111 (.000) -.0978 (.000) 

LEV -.3856 (.000) -.3832 (.000) -.3799 (.000) -.3719 (.000) 

VOLATILITY -.4776 (.000) -.4567 (.000) -.4917 (.000) -.4678 (.000) 

SALES GROWTH .2176 (.000) .2032 (.000) .2294 (.000) .2309 (.000) 

MTB .1745 (.000) .1672 (.000) .1746 (.000) .1656 (.000) 

OPCOST -.5675 (.000) -.5504 (.000) -.5605 (.000) -.5234 (.000) 

REM -.0450 (.091) -.0093 (.731) -.0486 (.069) .0000 (.000) 

ACCR_RESID -.0479 (.162) -.0426 (.211) -.0471 (.170) -.0380 (.263) 

BENCH .0006 (.975) -.0004 (.982) .0009 (.965) -.0005 (.981) 

INFOQUAL -.1665 (.001) -.1588 (.001) -.1675 (.001) -.1618 (.001) 

BigN .0613 (.041) .0571 (.055) .0604 (.044) .0536 (.070) 

OCF .0535 (.640) .0994 (.381) .0747 (.518) .1295 (.257) 

CEO_COMP -.2368 (.000) -.2319 (.000) -.2363 (.000)  -.2292 (.000) 

CEO_HOR .0496 (.153) .0510 (.142) .0484 (.162) .0467 (.177) 

𝑹𝑬𝑴 × 𝑺𝑰𝑴𝑺𝑪𝑶𝑹𝑬    -.0010 (.984)   -.0137 (.789) 

𝑶𝑪𝑭 × 𝑺𝑰𝑴𝑺𝑪𝑶𝑹𝑬   .3807 (.026)   .3587 (.037) 

𝑪𝑬𝑶_𝑪𝑶𝑴𝑷 × 𝑺𝑰𝑴𝑺𝑪𝑶𝑹𝑬   .0270 (.681)   .0212 (.751) 

𝑪𝑬𝑶_𝑯𝑶𝑹 × 𝑺𝑰𝑴𝑺𝑪𝑶𝑹𝑬   .0039 (.947)   .0836 (.214) 

EXPERIENCE .0086 (.042) .0089 (.034) .0084 (.044) .0089 (.034) 

         

YEAR Included  Included  Included  Included  

Max VIF 2.33  3.73  2.33  3.87  

R2 .5024  .5041  .5030  .5055  

                                                 
31 The p-value of the joint coefficient equals .004 (i.e., significant at the 1% level). 
32 The p-value of the joint coefficient equals .000 (i.e., significant at the 1% level). 
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N 8,916  8,916  8,916  8,916  

This table presents results from estimating equation 1. The dependent variable is ANALFOL, being the natural logarithm of the number of analysts following the firm at the end of month four after fiscal year-end date.   

SIMSCORE a focal firm’s SG&A ratio minus the average SG&A ratio within its industry-specific peer-based group, scaled by the standard deviation of SG&A ratios within the peer group; ABOVE dummy variable that 

is coded one if the firm’s SG&A ratio exceeds the industry-specific peer-based benchmark in the previous period (and zero otherwise); HISTCOMP historical comparison, being SG&A ratio in year t minus SG&A ratio 

in year t-1; INSTHLD percentage of a firm’s shares held by institutional investors; SIZE natural logarithm of total assets at fiscal year-end date; SURPRISE absolute value of the relative change in EPS at fiscal year-

end date (i.e., (EPSt – EPSt-1)/EPSt-1); LOSS dummy variable that is coded one if the firm reports a loss in the current fiscal year, and zero otherwise; LEV total debt scaled by total assets; VOLATILITY standard 

deviation of ROA over the last 5 years; SALES GROWTH growth  in net sales at fiscal year-end date (i.e., (Salest – Salest-1)/Salest-1); MTB the sum of market value of equity and book value of debts, scaled by total 

assets; OPCOST operating expenses, being the sum of cost of sales and SG&A expenses, scaled by net sales; REM dummy variable that is coded one if a firm's discretionary SG&A (i.e., residual obtained from estimating 

equation (2)) is in the lowest quartile, and zero otherwise; ACCR_RESID a measure of accruals management, being the residuals obtained from estimation of equation (3); BENCH dummy that is coded one if either a 

firm’s relative net income (being net income scaled by total assets) or its relative change in net income (being change in net income divided by total assets) is larger than zero and smaller than .01, and zero otherwise; 

INFOQUAL financial disclosure quality, being firm-specific standard deviation of residuals obtained from estimation of equation (3) over the past three years (i.e., t-3 up to t-1); BigN dummy variable that is coded one 

if a firm hires a BigN auditor, and 0 otherwise; OCF operating cash flow scaled by beginning of period-total assets; CEO_COMP CEO compensation, being sum of annual salary and bonus (both cash and non-cash) 

scaled by total compensation; CEO_HOR CEO horizon, being an indicator variable that is coded one if a change of CEO occurred in the current or next year, and zero otherwise; EXPERIENCE analyst experience, being 

the number of years between when an analyst first appears in the I/B/E/S database and the fiscal year-end date. 

Numbers in parentheses represent p-values. 
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TABLE 6: Endogeneity analyses  
Panel A. Results of testing the strength of the third-order moment of (lagged) 

SIMSCORE as an instrument based on the first-stage regression 

Panel B. Results of Hausman test of endogeneity based on the second-stage 

regression for forecast dispersion/error model 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Panel C. Results of Hausman test of endogeneity based on the second-stage 

regression for the analyst following model 

 Model XVII  Model XVIII  

 Based on 

lagged 

SIMSCORE 

 Based on 

current 

SIMSCORE 

 

 Coefficient  Coefficient  

𝒓 .0698 (.449) -.0970 (.273) 

𝑺𝑰𝑴𝑺𝑪𝑶𝑹𝑬 .0108 (.597) .0077 (.703) 

𝑺𝑰𝑴𝑺𝑪𝑶𝑹𝑬 × 𝑨𝑩𝑶𝑽𝑬 -.0904 (.001) -.1040 (.000) 

𝑨𝑩𝑶𝑽𝑬 .0452 (.002) .0607 (.000) 

Controls Included  Included  

YEAR Included  Included  

     

R2 .5041  .5048  

N 8,916  8,916  

For variable definitions, see Section A.1 of Appendix 

 Model XIII           Model XIV 

 Based on lagged  Based on current 

 SIMSCORE          SIMSCORE 

 Coefficient  Coefficient  

-0.4458  

-0.0303  

-  

0.8126  

0.2760  

-0.0026  

-0.0617  

-0.3788  

-0.3641  

0.1959  

0.1595  

Included  

 

11,153  

 

 

𝑺𝑰𝑴𝑺𝑪𝑶𝑹𝑬𝟑 .0117 (.000) .0118 (.000) 

Controls Included  Included  

Partial F-statistic 35,877.17 (.000) 33,995.93 (.000) 

𝑅2 .9834  .9826  

 Model XV  Model XVI  

 (DISP)  (ERROR)  

 Coefficient  Coefficient  

𝒓 .1229 (.613) .0102 (.964) 

SIMSCORE -.0051 (.908) .0169 (.742) 

SIMSCORE × ABOVE -.1352 (.089) .0734 (.378) 

ABOVE .1413 (.001) -.1593 (.003) 

Controls Included  Included  

YEAR Included  Included  

R2 .3232  .2525  

N 9,022  6,939  
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